CSE2325/3325 Lecture Note List

CSE2325/3325 : Multimedia Programming and the WWW
Provisional Schedule
Semester 1, Clayton Campus, 2007
Dates on which lectures are covered may vary depending on speed of progress
through the material.
Important
Dates

Lecture Material
Introduction to Multimedia
Behind the (World Wide) Web

Tutorial Exercises

1. Site Review

Basic XHTML
2. XHTML Timetable
Introduction to Human-Computer Interaction
Introduction to Interactivity
Information Design
5pm
Wednesday
21 March

Closing time for online selection of project groups
Information Architecture
Organization and Navigation
Labelling
Writing for the Web
Site Design
Page Design

5pm Friday
30 March

Assignment, part 1 (Design Document) due
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3. Effective Navigation
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JavaScript I...JavaScript II
JavaScript III
Forms & CGI Programming
Perl I
Perl II

* Peer-assessment
week
* Peer-assessment
retrieval
* Peer-assessment
mark retrieval
4. Javascript Menu

Sound for the web
D-HTML, Cascading Style Sheets, Document
Object Model

5. Perl CGI Script

Typography
Colour
6. Colour theory
Imagery
Animation
3D - VRML / QTVR / Virtual Worlds Re-visited
5pm Friday
25 May

Assignment, part 2 (Implementation) due

7. Working with
Images

.

Revision - for those who have tried the practice
exam
Revision - for those who have tried the practice
exam

* Peer-assessment
week

* Peer-assessment
retrieval
* Peer-assessment
mark retrieval
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CSE2325/3325 Introd. to Multimedia

CSE3325: Introduction to Multimedia
In the previous lecture:
There was no previous lecture (semester has just begun - remember?)

In this lecture:
●
●
●

What is a medium?
What is a message?
What is meant by multimedia and what is it good for?

What is a medium?

●

●

A medium is a substance (air/water) through which
something (light/sound) is conveyed
med-, middle, that which stands between
What do these terms mean: medial; medieval;
mediocre; mediate? What about some other examples?

Poetry and sculpture are media through which people may interact...
by communicating
ideas

or encouraging
thought,

inducing emotions

...by conveying
a message!

Never lose sight of the concept of a
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message

(and your production will shine)

What is a message?
A message is the concept/emotion/need/information (or anything else) which it is
the intention of the sender to pass to the receiver.
A response triggered in a receiver is the only sign that a message has been
received.

The response of a receiver depends on:
●

that which is received (the stimulus)

●

the state of the receiver (beliefs / knowledge / needs / situation / mood etc.)

Example: if you were to give $20 (stimulus) to:
●

●

your friend to cover the cost of a movie ticket for you,
they should: smile and say "Thank you" (response).
a parking inspector to bribe them into not giving you a parking ticket,
they should: frown and say "Get lost" (response).

So you see, the stimulus was the same in each case, but the message and response were
different.
Can you think when giving $20 to your friend would result in a different response to that
above?
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Back to multimedia then...
●

The response of a person to a work is determined by their own beliefs/
knowledge/needs/situation/mood etc. not by the work/stimulus

●

The work acts only as a trigger to stimulate certain responses in the viewer.

●

Messages may be conveyed explicitly, implicitly or a combination of both.

What are some messages?
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

I want to pay you with this twenty dollars for my movie ticket.
I want to bribe you with this twenty dollars into not giving me a parking
ticket.
I love you (This is how I feel)
The world is a horrible place. (This is how I see the world)
Buy this product.
You are stupid.
This is a love story.
This document is informative and helpful.
This film is fun.
...anything can be a message!

Can you interpret smoke signals or Morse
code?
Do you speak French or Italian?
Can you receive a message sent in these
ways?

Some viewers...
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●

may be incapable of decoding a stimulus
Eg. I can't interpret smoke signals

●

may be incapable of receiving a stimulus
Eg. Children can't detect irony or sarcasm

●

may be incapable of responding in certain ways.
Eg. Inhibited adults may not show enthusiasm

People, being people, will respond to some stimulii in very similar ways.

Just ask Shakespeare... his plays retain their relevance across (many) cultures and times

However, background details may vary between people resulting in different
perceived messages.
Ask any Shakespearean scholar... opinions on Shakespeare's plays vary widely

Can you think of some further examples?

Traditional media for conveying messages
●

typography, typesetting

●

drawing, sculpture, painting

●

prose, poetry

●

dance, mime, theatre

●

music, speech

●

photography,
cinematography

A theatre production with slides projected as a backdrop, music played through a
sound system and singing, dancing actors is a multi-media production!
(Multimedia is not a new concept)

Interactive multimedia ...allows user-response to alter the way the presentation
proceeds.
The desktop computer is currently a popular vehicle for interactive multimedia
presentation.
It is not the be-all and end-all of multimedia.
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Digital media for conveying messages
●

Text (type, poetry, prose...)

●

Image (icon, photograph, animation, video...)

●

Sound (speech, music, sound effect...)

Techniques of digital multimedia development are directly applicable
to:
●

●

●

●

Automatic Teller Machine
interfaces

●

Information kiosks

●

World Wide Web sites

●

Tabaret machines

●

VCR front panel design etc.

Works of art
Computer games
Flight simulators

Techniques learned for traditional media...
●

storytelling

●

painting

●

photography

●

architecture

●

cinematography

●

music

●

graphic design

●

and others

...may be modified to be of relevance to digital multimedia production
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Which traditional techniques are least relevant to digital
multimedia?
*Hint: Consider the lack of tactile interaction with computer-based multimedia.
(With modern hardware, such barriers will eventually be broken)

Strong points of digital multimedia presentation.
●

Individual user control (or group control) of presentation

●

Proceed at user's own pace

●

Investigate user's own interests

●

Presentation at convenient time & place

●

●

Multiple users may interact as individuals, each with their own input (eg.
network games)
Convenient equipment requirements
Don't need: movie projector; slide projector; VCR; TV; Hi-Fi; books...
'Just' need: computer; monitor; speakers; DVD drive, RAM... who are we
kidding?)

Weak points of digital multimedia presentation
Compare the following...
●

Lack of automated response complexity:
❍

❍

●

Conversation with ELIZA (online version) - do a little research and find
out how this works.
Conversation with your lecturer

Limits on media fidelity / reproduction:
❍

IMAX presentation
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❍

❍

❍

●

320 x 240 pixel Quicktime movie
Orchestral concert performance, guitar band concert, jazz gig, dance
party
Playback of MP3 music files through computer sound card

Lack of tactile interaction:
❍
❍

Putting your hand in mud
Putting the cursor over an image of mud

Common flaws in desktop computer-based multimedia/web productions.
1. Lack of emotional triggering
Have you ever seen a truly...
...exciting, awesome, fascinating, beautiful, poignant, ironic, sorrowful, joyful,
lovely, hateful, angry, bitter, harsh, stark, warm, peaceful, empty, lonely, chilly,
stifling or terrifying...
...computer based, desktop multimedia piece?
Most works seem to stop at being 'engaging'. Try to find a computer-screen based
multimedia piece that claims to make a user feel. Then see if you can't easily find a noncomputer-screen based piece that conveys or induces the same emotion with
substantially more success! (Eg. I bet you have less trouble finding a film which induces
any/all of the above emotional responses!)

2. Ineffective presentation of information
Have you ever been to a web site looking for information and felt...
...confused, frustrated, lost, bewildered, disappointed, annoyed, puzzled,
overcome, impatient, sick in the stomach?
The effective presentation of information online is often considered to be of secondary
importance to the attractiveness of the site and how many fancy bells and whistles can
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be added: an error which causes the user to suffer.

Why these difficulties with computer-based interactive
multimedia?
Lack of audio / visual / tactile impact (see above).
●

a problem with the medium itself

Lack of a well-established language.
●

a problem which is being solved over time

Lack of understanding concerning the technology's use /
misuse.
●

●

a problem with senior personnel imposing ridiculous policies on employees
without proper consultation
a problem with designers trained in traditional media not considering the
special qualities of interactive media
(The latter problem has largely been rectified since the web "boom", the
former might be worsening.)

When should multimedia be employed?
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Munch did not need to add sound to his most
famous painting, "The Scream" (1893) - even the
title is redundant

"I was out walking with two friends - the
sun began to set - suddenly the sky
turned blood-red - I paused, feeling
exhausted, and leaned on a fence - there
was blood and tongues of fire above the
blue-black fjord and the city - my friends
walked on, and there I still stood,
trembling with fear - and I sensed an
endless scream passing through
Nature." (Munch, diary 1892)

Whenever an idea cannot be conveyed more effectively with a single medium (and
in no other instance) ought multimedia be used!

●

Multimedia is no substitute for skillful manipulation of a single medium.

●

Skillful manipulation of a medium is of no use without a message.

●

The combination of multiple media requires not only a thorough
understanding of each of them, but also experience in their combination, and
an understanding of their relationship with the message being conveyed...
....and that is what the remainder of this course is all about!

This lecture's key point(s):
●
●
●

A medium is a material through which something else may be conveyed
A message refers to a response triggered in a recipient by a stimulus
Multimedia refers to the combination of multiple media to effectively convey
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a message
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CSE3325: Behind the (World Wide) Web
In the previous lecture:
●

A medium is something through which a message can pass.

●

Working with multiple media requires an understanding of:
❍
❍
❍

the different media
the way the media work together
the relationship between the media and the message

In this lecture:
●

What is the World Wide Web (WWW)?

●

How does the WWW simplify Internet information retrieval?

What is the World Wide Web?
●

●

●

A stage in the history of attempts to make the Internet accessible.
A collection of hyper-linked documents containing text, sound, graphics
(multiple media!) stored in many different file formats.
An example of computer-based, interactive multimedia

What is the Internet?
●

●

●

Began as a de-centralized system of US defence force computers (late 70's)
Government agencies, scientific research labs, universities etc. started
connecting their computers to the network (the 80's).
Eventually spanned substantial portion of the developed world (the 90's).
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What is TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol)?
TCP/IP is a low-level protocol by which Internet computers of different makes,
models and operating systems communicate.

Why be connected to the Internet?
The optimist: You want to share information or you find it interesting!
The cynic: You think its trendy, it looks good on your resume or you think you can
make money.
Post-2000: The WWW is as ubiquitous as television was in the 80s. You're on it, or
you're nobody!

How do you retrieve information from the Internet?
Use one of the (many) high-level protocols and its software user interface.
●

FTP - file transfer protocol for down/up loading files

●

Telnet - for login to remote hosts

●

NNTP - Usenet bulletin board and news posting protocol

●

SMTP - email protocol, one-to-one or one-to-many message sending

As well as Gopher, WAIS... find out what these are by doing a little web surfing!

How is information stored on Internet computers?
There are thousands of different file formats.
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A file format is a particular way of storing or ordering information in a file.
The specification of a file format includes information regarding what goes into a
file, and the order it is written/read.
GIF, PICT, PIC, PNG, RGB, SGI, TGA, BMP, PSD, RAW, SUN, TIFF... all of these are
file formats for images (and there are many, many more)!

Common file formats.
You can look up some file formats. Here are some you might find on the web:
●

PostScript / EPS

●

AIFF - a sound file format

●

RTF

●

GIF - an image file format

●

LaTeX

●

●

troff

●

SGML

●

PDF

●

Plain text

●

●

Quicktime - a movie/video/
animation file format
VRML - Virtual Reality Markup
Language file

...the list goes on and on.

Proprietry word-processor
formats

A particular file could be a:
●

Word processor file (in one of numerous formats)

●

Database file (in one of numerous formats)

●

Graphics file (in one of the several hundred file formats)

●

Sound file (in one of numerous formats)
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...or almost anything else!

For every file format out there, you might need a special piece of software just to
view / hear / play / read / interpret it!

Summary of the problems for Internet information retrieval:
1. Q. Where do I look?
2. Q. What software do I use to look for and retrieve the files?
3. Q. How do I use that software?
4. Q. What file formats do I need to be able to interpret/decode to find the
answer?

So where does the WWW fit into all of this?
The WWW began in 1989 at CERN lab to help simplify the retrieval of information
from the net.
The idea underlying the WWW is that a user is able to transparently jump around
the global Internet retrieving information without worrying about the 4 problems
posed above.
Now, to answer the questions above...
1. Q. Where do I look?
A. The WWW
The Web glosses over the hundreds of individual computers, directories etc.

2. Q. What software do I use?
A. A Web browser
Only a single piece of software! The browser communicates using several high-level
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protocols and eliminates the need to master numerous pieces of software.

3. Q. How do I use the software (web browser)?
A. By clicking the mouse on hyperlinks or selecting them from a menu.
What could be simpler? Previously, software was used by typing cryptic commands
into command-line user interfaces.

4. Q. What file formats do I need to decode?
A. None, the web browser handles that for you!
The modern browser will (with the help of plugins and helper-applications) display
images, play sounds, layout text and interpret a diversity of file formats without
you needing to lift a finger!

Example Web sites
1. Search engine (a good place to begin!)
2. Home page
3. Business page
4. Art gallery, museum or cultural site
5. Find your own sites and look at those for exercise 1.

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

The WWW is a document network linked by hyperlinks.
The WWW and Web browser mask the complexities of accessing computers
and files on the Internet and therefore...
... the WWW simplifies the task of retrieving information from remote
computers.
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CSE3325: eXtensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML)
In the previous lecture:
●

●

The WWW is a document network linked by hyperlinks.
The WWW and Web browser mask the complexities of accessing computers
and files on the Internet to simplify the retrieval of information from remote
computers.

In this lecture:
●

What is a URL and how is it used to retrieve data from the WWW?

●

What is HTML and how is it used to construct a web page?

●

Suggested reading: Sebasta, chapters 2 and 8.1-8.5.

Identifying files on the
Internet.
The Internet ("The Net") is a global network (of networks) of computers.
Every computer on the Net has a unique numerical address (an IP address) and a
people-friendly equivalent.
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130.194.64.81 ...is the numerical address for... molly.cs.monash.edu.au

The Net is divided into domains, and subdomains.
molly

is the machine name.

cs

is the Computer Science subdomain.

monash is the Monash University domain.
edu

indicates the address is educational.

What other extensions are there for different types of institutions?

au

indicates the address is Australian.
What other extensions are there for different countries?

Every file on a computer has a filename unique for that machine. When appended
to the IP address of its host computer, every file on the Internet therefore has a
unique name.

Steps for Retrieving Documents from the Web.
Computers on the Internet called name servers keep lists of numerical IP
addresses & people-friendly names and translate between them.
1) A web browser (client) sends a request using HyperText Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) for a document, specified by its unique name, to a remote (server)
machine.
The unique file name is specified within a Uniform Resource Locator
(URL)...
Protocol://server_domain_name/file_path
The protocol may be omitted within some web browsers in which
case HTTP is assumed.

Absolute URL's
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http://www.cs.monash.edu.au/~aland/index.html
ftp://ftp.cs.monash.edu.au/pub/
are absolute because they include a domain name and a
path.
Relative URL's
index.html
../index.html
are relative because they specify a path and domain name
by reference to (usually) the URL of the file currently open
in the browser (often referred to as the base).
Locations within documents
http://www.cs.monash.edu.au/~aland/index.
html#chapter
index.html#fred
The text after the # symbols indicates a location within the
document specified by the URL.
These locations are named whilst the document is being created.
The #location is an optional part of a URL. When would it be
useful to specify a location within a document in a URL?

2) A web server program on a remote machine always 'listens' on a 'well-known'
port for incoming requests. (Port 80 for HTTP)
3) The web server checks client access privileges, if all is well, it sends the
requested document.
4) Browser displays document retrieved from server on client machine in humanreadable form.
A web document is anything accessed with a single request from a client to a
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server.

Try this in your own time*
Commands to type.

Explanation.

telnet www.csse.monash.edu.au 80

Telnet to the school's
WWW server (on port 80)

GET /index.html HTTP/1.0

Access the web page
"index.html" using the
GET command which the
browser would normally
do for you. Follow your
command with two
carriage returns.

>> The server should send you the HTML of file "index.html" See? The protocol isn't
magic, you can
participate in it manually.
* A little exercise taken from Lloyd Allison's old notes

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML)
HTML is a document-layout and hyperlink specification language that was derived
from Standrard Generalized Markup Language (SGML).
HTML tags specify:
●

●

the structure of text and embedded elements (images, sounds, tables etc.)
of a document;
hyper-links to other web pages.

Several versions of HTML were approved by the WWW Consortium (W3C) (see
http://www.w3.org/ ). The last of these versions was HTML 4.01 approved in 1999.
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How was HTML supposed to be used?
HTML was intended for specification of document structure, not control of
document appearance.
I.e. HTML was not originally intended for graphic design & typography.
Originally the browser interpretted and displayed a document's elements as it
liked. Hence the final appearance of a document was up to the client browser, not
the HTML author.
E.g. HTML allows the specification of a Heading level 2 but the client decides that
all Headings level 2 shall be displayed in bold, 12pt Times Roman text (or
otherwise).
HTML moved towards specification of document appearance with the
addition of Style Sheets and tags that allowed specification of exact fonts
and colours, but...
...differences between the way browsers of different authorship
displayed and interpretted HTML made things tricky for designers.
Some browsers incorporated proprietary extensions to HTML...
...which did not work on other browsers (eg. Micro$oft Explorer &
Netscape Navigator).

eXtensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML)
●

HTML is everywhere, but it is sloppy all around: it is sloppily coded and
sloppily interpretted by browsers.

●

Since the year 2000, XHTML has been approved by W3C.

●

XHTML has strict syntactic rules based on XML.

●

XHTML may be checked for correctness automatically using a validation tool.
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Writing Your Own XHTML
For best results use one of the following:
●

An ordinary text editor (or one extended for XHTML)

●

A 'what you see is what you get' (WYSIWYG) editor

For often poor results, use:
●

A word processor with XHTML export

You will also require:
●

A web browser

(You can use the web browser to view XHTML files from your local drive. Files don't
need to be uploaded to the Net until you are ready for everybody to look at them.)
●

An image editor

XHTML tags
●

Appear in lowercase characters between < and > symbols in the XHTML code

●

Assist page layout by specifying the type of content between them

●

Are not displayed by the browser (they are parsed by it though!)

●

Always have an open / close pair: <tag> </tag>

●

If the open / close tag pair do not contain any content between them, they
may be written <tag /> to indicate both the open and close tag. *Note: The
space before the forward slash in the tag is required.
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Sample XHTML document code
In the sample code that follows, for interest's sake, XHTML-specific tags are
marked in blue. The remaining tags were also present in HTML although it was
possible to get away with missing some of them out altogether.
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//w3c//DTD XHMTL 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/
TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd">
<html xmlns = "http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<title> A silly, simple, sample page </title>
</head>
<body>
< !-- Document content goes here -->
<h2>A Grand Day</h2>
<p>
Oh what a <i>lovely</i> day <br /> for a walk!
</p>
<p>
Let's wander over to CEMA's <a href="http://www.
csse.monash.edu.au/~cema">home page</a> and take a
look!
</p>
</body>
</html>
The page produced by this code is available.

Some special tags
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●

●

●

<?xml version = "..." encoding = "..."?>
is an XML declaration that what follows is based on XML. It includes the
version number and unicode format of the XML.
<!DOCTYPE ... >
is an SGML document type definition (DTD) stating (amongst other things)
that the document complies with XHTML 1.1.
<html xlmns = " ... "></html>
tags tell the browser the document is entirely HTML. xmlns refers to an XML
Name Space that contains the specification of the tags. It is included for the
same reason name spaces are required in programming languages like C: so
that conflicting definitions for names do not cause problems.

An XHTML document has two parts, a head and a body...
●

●

●

●

<head></head> tags contain information about the document (e.g. A
<title> for the page)
<body></body> contains document content
<!-- and --> demarcate comments which are ignored by the browser but
useful to humans
A hyperlink (usually to another document) is specified with the anchor tag:

<a href="linked_to_doc_URL#anchor_name"> clickable elements go here </a>
●

An anchor within a document can be made:
<a name="anchor_name"> clickable elements go here </a>

Inline Images
The basic requirements for an image image tag are the source (src) attribute (a
URL) of the image and some alternate (alt) text to display if images are turned
off. (See these important notes on accessibility).
<img src="images/bug.GIF" alt="picture of bug" />
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Additional attributes of the image tag may also be added. For example,
<img width="100" height="150" border="1" src="images/bug.GIF"
align=left alt="picture of bug" />
●

●

width & height attributes allow page layout to occur whilst/before images
are downloaded and allow the image to be scaled by the browser.
border determines pixel width of the image border. This is especially useful
if the image is used as a hyperlink...
<a href="bug.html"> <img src="bug.GIF" /> </a>

border=0
●

●

border=1

border=3

align can be left, center or right and determines where text will be
placed in relation to the image
Images must be in the GIF, JPEG (or PNG) format for inline display.

Image Maps
●

Images may be over-laid with regions.

●

Each region may be made a hyperlink activated by a mouse click.

●

Image maps may be client or server side.

●

Client side server maps are more efficient. Server side maps are hardly used
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nowadays.

●

A sample XHTML image map:
<img src="myImage.JPG" usemap="#myImageMap" />
<map id="myImageMap">
<area href="page1.html" shape="circle" coords="152,113,14"
alt="page 1" />
<area href="page2.html" shape="polygon"
coords="241,64,235,91,332,91,338,67" alt="page 2"/>
</map>

Click on the bugs above to see an image map in action!

(See these important notes on accessibility)

Ordered and Unordered Lists
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<h4>Spot the odd one out</h4>
<ul>
<li>Tomatoes</li>
<li>Potatoes</li>
<ul>
<li>sweet</li>
<li>rotten</li>
</ul>
<li>Elephantoes</li>
</ul>

Spot the odd one out
●
●

●

Tomatoes
Potatoes
❍
sweet
❍
rotten
Elephantoes

<h4>Spot the dog</h4>
Spot the dog
<ol>
<li>Collar</li>
<li>Cat</li>
<li>Caterpillar</li>

1. Collar
2. Cat
3. Caterpillar

</ol>

Additional things to research
Tables - very useful for laying out pages.
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this

a simple

is

<table>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>is</td>
</tr>

table

<tr>
<td>a simple</td>
<td>table</td>
</tr>
</table>

Forms - useful to obtain data from users
Don't type your name here

I'm a radio button
I'm a radio button too

Don't choose me!

...and don't click me!

Formatting and other tags
Tags such as <br />, <hr />, <span>, <div> & <meta> are all handy to know
about, as are many others... do some reading to find out what tags are available.
Some of them will be touched upon in later lectures.

Web References:
●
●

http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/ - the official spec's for XHTML (and HTML).
http://validator.w3.org/file-upload.html - a checker to be certain your web
pages comply with the standard.
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This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

A Uniform Resource Locator consists of a protocol, domain name and path
which is unique to every document on the WWW and is used to retrieve that
particular document.
XHTML is a simple method of identifying sections of text, images, tables etc.
to be displayed within a web browser in formats governed largely by the web
browser itself.
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CSE3325: Lecture 4 – Introduction to HCI
In the previous lecture:
Basics of HTML

●

In this lecture:
About Human–Computer Interaction (HCI)
The Psychology of Everyday Things

●
●

References:
Norman, D. The Design of Everyday Things, Doubleday, New York, 1990

●

Q:Why are so many human-made devices so difficult to learn, understand and use?
A: Poor or inappropriate design.
Q: Should users accept poor design?
A: No.
Q: How do we judge quality of design? How do we improve design?
A: ...well we've mentioned it already and we'll continue to talk about it here and in future lectures...

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)

●

●

Graphic Design

●

Information Architecture

●

Information Design

●

Industrial Design

●

Cognitive Psychology

●

Architecture, Art, Business Studies...

Objects that "work" offer a psychology of use that is intuitive and "natural".
❍
❍
❍
❍

The steering wheel of a car
An analog clock
An orienteering compass
What are some other common objects that "work"?
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Spherical compass

●

Gimbled Ship's Compass
(antique)

Silva orienteering compass

Good design defuses the tension between functional and aesthetic goals.
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

●

Pocket compass
(antique)

A Ferrari automobile
A Pinarello road-racing bicycle
A Waterman fountain pen
An Alessi kettle
Some companies (such as Ferrari, Pinarello, Waterman & Alessi) are famous for their designs
What are some other objects that are both aesthetically pleasing and functional?

In any real-life situation there are always competing pressures of cost, quality and production time.

An Introduction to Cognitive Engineering
●

Affordances of objects.
Affordances are the perceived and actual properties (mainly functional) that determine how an
object can be used.
Different materials have different natural affordances (that we have learnt largely through our
interaction with the world).

Balls - throwing
Glass - looking through (or breaking)
Knobs - turning
Paper (and toilet doors) - writing on
Handles - grasping

●

Complex things require explanation, simple things do not.
If simple things require pictures, labels, or instructions, the design has failed.
Make the affordances visible... what does this mean?
One estimate states that we "know about" over 30,000 discernable objects.
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●

Constraints of objects.
These limit the possible ways in which functionality can be interpreted.
Finger holes in scissors
Functions on a digital watch
Push-plates on a door
Non-square shape of 3.5" floppy
diskettes

Operations entered on a command-line UNIX
interface

The more possible interpretations a thing has, the more difficult it will be to use.
●

Mappings of objects
Mappings (in general) are relationships between things.
In terms of design, mapping might be between controls, their movements, and the result of
the operation on/in the world.
Natural mapping leads to immediate understanding because it takes advantage of physical
analogies (folk physics) and cultural standards: a close and natural relationship between
control and function.
Physical Analogy

A car steering wheel - the
direction the driver turns
the wheel top matches the
direction the car steers.

A formula-1 car steering
wheel. Is this intuitive? (http://
www.f1technical.net/article30.
html) How does this device
make affordances visible to
the driver?
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An aeroplane joystick pushing it forward (away
from the pilot) drops the
nose of the aeroplane (away
from the pilot).
The joystick (front/bottom and
left of center) is just one of
many visible controls. A pilot
does not have time to cycle
through a series of menus to
locate various functions of his
control. (http://staff.tay.ac.uk/
bstmjc/mjc_research1.htm)

Cultural standard
Rising level - indicates 'more' of something and vice versa, as does an increase
in numeric value and, in Western (English speaking) culture, left to right.

Light switch position - up indicates 'off', down indicates 'on' (in Australia)
What might an increase in pitch (of an audio tone) indicate?

Conceptual Models
●

Conceptual models are mental models of the way an object operates.

●

Many good designs provide appropriate feedback to confirm the user's mental model of operation.
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●

●

●

●

●

Effective use of affordances, constraints and mappings arise largely from careful consideration of
visual structure to help the user build a good conceptual model.
A user's conceptual model may not always match that of the designers.
With a good conceptual model, the user is able to anticipate and understand the consequences of
their actions.
If something goes wrong and the user does not understand why, this probably indicates that they
have an erroneous conceptual model.
The user's conceptual model is formed through interaction with the device and the system image
- an object's physical structure, including documentation, instructions and labels.

On Errors...
●

People will always make mistakes (too err is human…)

●

Bad design blames the user for incorrect operation (self blame)

●

Complex systems still need to be learned

●

People's understanding of the world is not, in general, the same as that of ‘experts’

●

Refusing to believe the evidence — instruments indicate that something is wrong — is
something really wrong or are the instruments wrong?

The action cycle: execution and evaluation

Some design questions
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How easily can a user...
...determine the function of the device?
...tell what actions are possible?

...tell if the system is in the desired state?

...determine mapping from intention to
physical movement?

...determine mapping from system state to
interpretation?

...perform the action?

...tell what state the system is in?

Knowledge
Much knowledge is "in the world" not "in the head". Most of our "in the head" knowledge is vague and
imprecise. (e.g. try to remember the layout of the QWERTY keyboard).
Information a person needs to perform a task: put as much in the world as possible. Use physical and
cultural constraints.
Types of knowledge:
●

Declarative knowledge: knowledge of (facts and rules, e.g. stop at red lights)

●

Procedural knowledge: knowledge how (process and method, e.g. catch a ball)

Knowledge in the world:
●
●
●
●
●

can be retrieved whenever visible or audible
is interpreted rather than learnt
can be inefficient if there is a need to find and interpret information
has a high ease of use at first encounter
often can be unaesthetic and inelegant, thus requires the skill of a designer

Knowledge in the head:
●
●
●
●
●

requires a memory search or reminder
requires learning (Learning is easier with a good mental model)
can be efficient
has a low ease of use at first encounter
is invisible (which can lead to better aesthetics)

Applications to Multimedia and User-Interface Design
Visibility: make the functions clear. Differentiate opposing functionality. Use visual function to confirm
the user's mental model of operation. Sometimes sound can be used to make things ‘visible’ (e.g.
vacuum cleaner clogging up).
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Feedback: give actions immediate feedback, to reinforce the user's mental model.
Design for error: people make mistakes for many reasons. Good design accepts mistakes as a normal
part of operation and accommodates them.
• Try to minimize the causes of errors by understanding them.
• Make actions reversible (undo).
• Make it easy to discover when errors do occur and make them easy to correct.
• Think of "actions as approximations of what is desired", as opposed to "user errors".

Forcing functions: provide constraints of operation in certain situations.
"In theory, an interface designer adopts a metaphor as a means of making the application easier to
learn. This theory is based on the premise that the user will be able to transfer his or her knowledge of a
familiar object structure to the new application. In practice however, an interface designer often adopts
a metaphor as a means of expressing his or her model of how the system is organized. That the
metaphor might make the application easier to use is often an after-the-fact and unsubstantiated
rationalization of the design." (Interface Hall of Shame)

Summary:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Use both knowledge in the world and knowledge in the head
Simplify the structure of tasks
Make things visible: bridge the gulfs of Execution and Evaluation
Get the mappings right
Exploit the power of constraints (natural and artificial)
Design for Error
When all else fails, standardize.

Some web sites of interest:
●
●
●
●

Isys Information Architects (Interface Hall of Shame, Hall of Fame)
Ask Tog (a regular column on interactive interfaces)
ACM Sigchi (Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction)
Useable Web (HCI issues in Web Design).

This lecture's key point(s):
An understanding of cognitive design can assist in creating high-quality, user-centered objects,
interfaces and multimedia.
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 2 Timetable Construction

Make up an HTML table of your timetable for the week.
●

Show the subjects you take.

●

Include in the table links to the subject info. on the web.

●

●

●

●

Show the time, room, subject code and lecturer's name for each class you
take.
Include links to the lecturers' home pages.
Choose a method to clearly visualize the times when you are attending
lectures, tutes, lunch and when you have free time etc.
You might also wish to include extra-curricula activites (such as club
meetings or sport participation).

(You might not want to put your personal activities on the the web for security
reasons but if you don't mind, it would be beneficial for you to post this page (or a
different one) online just to see how everything works!)

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Introduction to Interactivity
In the previous lecture:
About Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and design issues for Multimedia.

In this lecture:
●

How do users interact with computers?

●

What can be done to improve user interaction with computers?

Unusable software is not worth making!
Every aspect of interactive software must be designed and tested for/by
the human target audience.
Not just by the software engineers and programmers who wrote the thing!

In the case of websites here are some important issues...
●

Page and site layout
❍
❍

Easy navigation
Quick path to outcome
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●

Text / Language
❍
❍

●

Imagery
❍
❍

●

Legible and readable
Appropriate for target audience

Clear
Relevant

Colour
❍

Improve clarity of textual & visual information

Elements must provide an appropriate mood and operate within a metaphor aimed
at the target audience.

A simple rule states... if a user will perform a task
often, make it fast and easy to perform
infrequently, it's acceptable that it be
slower or slightly more difficult to
perform.

For example, if it took three keystrokes to save a word processor file every time, a task
which ought to be performed often, a user would rapidly become frustrated. A single key
chord (group of keys held down together) such as ALT-S may easily achieve the same
task.
The act of setting preferences on the other hand, a task done infrequently, may require
the user to navigate several menus and dialogue boxes. This is OK because the user
usually only sets preferences for the software every now and again.

What do users do?
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Users perform an interaction task or several interaction tasks in sequence – an
interaction dialogue.
An interaction task is the entry of a unit of information using a hardware or
software device.
Four basic interaction tasks:
1. Position (input a position)
2. Text (input a text string)
3. Select (object identification)
4. Quantify (input a numeric value)

Interaction techniques are the means of achieving interaction tasks using input
devices.
E.g. A selection task may be achieved:
●

Point & click with mouse

●

Tab through list, hit enter key

●

Select from a menu

●

Type identifier key / key chord

●

Speak to speech recognition software

A single input device may be used for more than one kind of interaction task.
E.g. A mouse may be used for:
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●

Selecting

●

Positioning

●

Text & Quantifying
(Select from an onscreen keyboard or options presented onscreen as
'clickable' objects.)

Interaction Hardware Devices
The most common devices for interaction with computer based multimedia are:
●

Mouse (1 button / 3 button / scroll wheel)

●

QWERTY keyboard

●

CRT or LCD screen

What is the dominant interaction task on the Web? Which hardware device is used
the most frequently?

Locator devices (for positioning) may be conveniently categorized
●

absolute / relative

●

direct / indirect

●

discrete / continuous
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Absolute locators:
have an origin location and locate in
this frame of reference.
e.g. touch panel, graphics tablet

Relative locators:
report location relative to their
previous location, rather than
relative to a fixed origin.
e.g. mouse, trackball

(Common relative locators: mice; trackball)

Direct locators: user points directly at the screen.
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Light Pen

(Pen tip and cursor at the same spatial
location)

Touch Screen

(Finger tip and cursor at the same spatial
location)

Indirect locators: user moves a cursor across the screen using a device
separate from the screen.
E.g. mouse, joystick

Joystick

(Hand on joystick and rocket ship on screen at different spatial locations)
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Discrete locators: require repeated operation to
achieve a movement in small increments in a given
direction.
E.g. buttons, keys
(Cursor control keys)

Continuous locators: require a single smooth operation to achieve a
movement in a given direction.
E.g. joystick, mouse, graphics tablet

The C/D ratio is...
The ratio of the speed/distance of hand movement (Control) to the speed/distance
of cursor movement (Display) for a continuous device.

Large ratio - large hand movement : small cursor
movement
Good for accurate positioning, poor for long movements.
Small ratio - small hand movement : large curosor
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movement
Good for rapid movement across long distances, poor for
accurate positioning.
A relative device may be set up to change its C/D ratio depending on the velocity of
movement.
Should the ratio be high or low for high-velocity movements? Why?

Position Interaction Task
Linguistic (specify in some coordinate system)
Boxes to quantify position,
orientation and scale of an object.
From the UI of Infini-D, a 3D
animation package.

Spatial (move cursor to position)
Buttons to change position and orientation of an
object by selection.
From the UI of Infini-D, a 3D animation package.

Device movement direction should correspond to movement
in screen space. For instance, if the mouse moves left, so
should the cursor or selected object!

Key spatial orientation for cursor control should
correspond to onscreen movement.
E.g. i- up, m- down, j- left, k- right or properly arranged
arrow keys
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Grids may aid spatial positioning tasks by 'snapping' the
cursor to specific points in a plane, and not allowing the
cursor to locate objects (for example line endpoints in a
drawing package) at non-grid points.
This simplifies the task of ensuring neat alignment of
objects in a drawing.

Selection Interaction Task
Selection involves choosing an element from a choice set.
Choice sets are either predominantly fixed, or variable.
Choice sets include:
●

Commands (fixed)

●

Attribute values (fixed)

●

Object classes (fixed)

●

Object instances (variable)

Fixed and variable choice sets may call for different methods of selection...
Menus for selection from fixed sized choice sets may be:
●

Pull down, pop-up, permanent

●

Alphabetically listed

●

Functionally grouped (linear / hierarchical)

●

Iconically represented

●

Conventionally grouped
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●

Combinations of these

Menus of commands may be grouped functionally and displayed textually,

or iconically...

Pointing (or naming with auto-completion) for selection from variable sized
choice sets.
Naming is preferable where there is insufficient screen space to display all objects
for pointing. However, this method assumes some knowledge from the user!
(What is it?)
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Tips for onscreen location (for mouse selection) - note the
contradictory demands
●

●

●

●

Locate frequently selected objects conveniently and consistently.
Locate objects together if they are accessed in the same interaction
dialogue.
Make objects which need to be selected larger than the cursor!
Make objects which need to be selected in an interaction dialogue small to
minimize mouse movement between them.

●

Make objects small to minimize screen space expenditure.

●

Clearly identify objects which may be selected.

●

Provide feedback when an object is being selected.

What are the easiest places for a user to position the cursor
using a mouse?
●

Current location (Seems obvious but is frequently forgotten!)

●

Screen corners

●

Screen edges

Why is this so? How can you use this knowledge to build an effective interface?

Keyboard devices
●

The QWERTY keyboard was designed to slow down typists – to stop
mechanical typewriter keys from jamming!
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●

The Dvorak keyboard places frequently used characters under the home
position.
Compare to positioning onscreen objects above.

●

Alpha-numerically organized keyboards have been employed where users
are not typists.

This is becoming more and more rare as the computer becomes more and more
common.

Selection by Keyboard Shortcut
●

●

Make shortcuts consistent with convention.
E.g. ALT-S, ALT-C, ALT-Q, ALT-Z. What tasks do these usually perform?
Make non-conventional (and conventional!) shortcuts mnemonic.
CTRL-I Inverse, CTRL-D Deselect, CTRL-B Brush Tool

Text Interaction Task
●

For large amounts of text entry, QWERTY keyboard preferred over simulated
keyboard or menu selection of characters.
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●

●

For small amounts of text entry, if the preceding & following stages in an
interaction dialogue involve mouse operation, continued mouse operation is
preferable to switching devices.
Speech input is useful for hands free operation.

Quantify Interaction Task
●

Linguistic: value typed on QWERTY keyboard or number pad.

●

Spatial: operate slider, dial, pointer, up/down counter.

Vital Principles of Interface Design
1. Be consistent
2. Provide feedback
3. Minimize error possibilities
4. Provide error recovery
5. Accommodate multiple skill levels
6. Minimize memorization

This lecture's key point(s):
●

Users perform interaction tasks and dialogues through a user interface.

●

Interaction tasks may be broken down into a few basic kinds.
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●

Interaction tasks are performed with hardware and software devices which
must be designed so as to enable effective participation of the user in the
different kinds of interaction tasks.
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CSE3325: Lecture 6 – Information Design
In the previous lecture:
●
●

How do users interact with computers?
What can be done to improve user interaction with computers?

In this lecture:
●
●

Introduction to Information Design
Information Design examples

References:
●

●

●

Mijksenaar, P., Visual Function: An Introduction to Information Design, Princeton
Architectural Press, 1997
Tufte, E., The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Graphics Press, Cheshire, 1983,
also Envisioning Information and Visual Explanations (same publisher).
Mullett, K. & Darrell S., Designing Visual Interfaces, SunSoft Press, California, 1995

What is Information Design?
Presenting information about motion, process, mechanism, cause and effect.
How do we present information in a way that:
●
●
●
●
●

●

is clear
is concise
encourages understanding
allows us to assess cause and effect
induces the viewer to think about substance over methodology, graphic design,
technology, etc.
shows the data at multiple levels of detail

Clarity and Excellence in thinking = Clarity and Excellence in Data
Graphics reveal data.

Some examples:
Graphing Data
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The use of abstract, non-representational pictures to show numbers (statistical
graphs invented around 1750-1800).
Graphs allow us to reason about quantitative data. (They can also be misused.)
An excellent chart by Minard (1869) shows the relationship between the size of
Napoleon's army as it marched on Russia in 1812, the obstacles it was forced to
overcome and the times, places and success with which these obstacles were met.
Transport Maps
London Underground map, designed by Harry Beck in 1933 achieves a reduction of
complexity through:
●

●

simplified geometry and topology
a focus on connections rather than geographic accuracy (users are interested
in the sequences of stops rather than the precise direction of travel or distance
between stations)

Too much reduction makes the representation too abstract and reduces
understandability.
●

New York City Subway map (1972, 1977-1978, 1979 onwards).

Of course mapping is a fantastic information display mode in many contexts!
●
●
●
●

French Piste Map
UK Census map
Snow's famous map of the Cholera Epidemic
A topographical map (of mediocre quality but illustrative nevertheless)

Challenger Disaster
The space shuttle Challenger exploded, 73 seconds after launch, on January 28,
1986, killing the seven astronauts on board.
The shuttle failed because two rubber O-rings leaked fuel.
The O-rings lost their resiliency because the ambient temperature was very low.
Before the flight, engineers knew of the problems of O-ring damage with low
ambient temperatures and recommended that the shuttle not be launched.
Was the information presented in a way that did not make the engineers claims
clear?
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Road and Transport Signage
Comparison of different signage systems.

Swatch Watch
Design style outweighs utility and functionality. A multitude of designs allows
personalization for the buyer. The same methodology has been applied to a number
of consumer products. (Swatch website)
Air Traffic Control System
Original design used a single colour vector display.
Extensive colour research allowed designers to come up with a perceptually-based
system to help ease fatigue and draw operators' attention to critical data.
Do a web search to find out what these displays look like. Here is good example.
Web Examples
Crime Mapping
Thinkmap web site (Java)
Fuse98 web site (DHTML)
History Flow (WIKI / Wikipedia content diagram)
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This lecture's key point(s):
Presenting information in ways that reveals the information content clearly and encourages
analysis can have often critical advantages for multimedia design.
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 1, Site Review
The sites below are grouped together for you to compare the different ways they
attempt to communicate with their target audience.
Answer these questions in writing. Compare your answers with those of your
friends.
Select four of the groups below and for each site in the group...
What do you think is the site's target audience?
Is the site easy to navigate around without getting lost?
For what purpose is imagery used?
What is the site's message? Is it clear?
Does the site present its content effectively?
What moods does the site create?
Have appropriate typographical decisions been made?
Describe generally the kinds of colours used.
What are the similarities & differences between this site and others in its
group below?
10. Do you like the site? Will the target audience like the site?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Wired Magazine

Corel

National Geographic

Adobe

The Age

Macromedia

A few pseudo-randomly
selected homepages...
N. Katherine Hayles
Ken Perlin
Michael Crichton
Richard Dawkins
Your friend's home page
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Coca-Cola
Caffeine Central
Pepsi
Yo, I think I'm in lurv Xtreme!
Sanitarium
Aussie kids are WeetBix Kids!
Kelloggs
American kids are just
like a chocolate milk
shake only crunchy.

Yahoo

Nike

Alta Vista

Adidas

DogPile

Puma

PIXAR

Four sites that interest
you go

Disney
PDI
Ars Electronica

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Information Architecture
In the previous lecture:
Clear presentation of information enables a viewer to easily locate data required to
complete a task.

In this lecture:
●
●
●

What is the role of the Information Architect?
What difficulties interfere with effective information organization?
How can information architecture be used to improve information usablity?

References:
●

●

Rosenfeld, L., Morville, P. "Information Architecture for the World Wide Web",
O'Reilly, 1998, Chpt 2-3
Lynch, P.J., Horton S., "Web Style Guide",
Yale Univ. Press, 1999, Chpt 3

What is Information Architecture?
Information architecture refers to the process of organizing information.
This is vital to enable:
●

users to locate the information they require

●

users to know their current location in a sea of information

●

information organizers to easily maintain a large collection of information
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Examples
Suppose all the books, CD's, magazines etc. in a library were arranged in
alphabetical order by title.
●

What are the benefits of this system?

●

What are the drawbacks of this system?

●

How does the most common system for organizing a library work?

What are the architectural features of the information stored in a
textbook?
How are the elements of a book distinguished from one another?
In what ways do these features assist a reader?

Suppose all the sculptures, paintings and drawings in an art gallery were arranged
in alphabetical order according to the artist's name.
●

What are the benefits of this system?

●

What are the drawbacks of the system?

●

How does the most common system for organizing an art gallery work?

What questions must an information architect ask?
●

●

●

What is the purpose of the information collection?
What are the needs of its users - directed-searching or casual browsing?
What are the needs of its owner?
What content will the collection contain and what functionality will be
provided for using it?
How will the information be organized, navigated, labelled and searched?
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●

How will the site change over time?

Pitfalls and Difficulties of Classification
●

Ambiguity
It may be difficult to decide on a single classification for something...
❍
❍
❍

●

Should sneakers be classified as sports-wear or fashion-wear?
Are tampons sanitary products or medical products?
Is a book on 'digital typography' a computer book or a graphic design
book?

Heterogeneity
Classification of homogeneous items is simpler than classifying items with
heterogeneous properties. Why?
A library contains CD-ROMS, audio CD's, books, magazines and video tapes.
❍
❍

●

Is it appropriate to categorize these by author?
Should the items all appear on the one set of shelves together?

Differences in Perspectives
People classify information in their own ways. An information architect must
classify the information as the user will expect/understand it.
On your home computer what directory do you keep your CSE2325/3325
work in?
On Alan's computer:

/Cyrano/Uni_Courses/
CSE2325/3325

On Jon's computer:

/Documents/Monash/
Lecturing/CSE2325/3325

On a sample student
computer:

/Files/Masters/Junk/

Have you ever tried to find a file on a friend's computer?
●

Internal Politics
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Politics play a major role in determining information architecture. Try to
minimize the drawbacks it creates for users.
❍

❍

❍

If the daughter of the TV producer of Beverley Hills 90210 is an actress
in the show, what effect might this have on the official 90210 fanzine?
Suppose the wife of Mr. X had been criticized by a reporter from
Company Y. Mr. X was considering funding company Y. What effect
would this have on company Y's news broadcast?
Suppose a company's webmaster is also a film reviewer for that same
company. The company reviews theatre, musical performances,
sporting events, films and literature and places the reviews on the
web. What effect might this have on the way film reviews are accessed
on the website?

Organization systems consist of:
Organization schemes - shared characteristics of content items governing the
way they will be grouped.
Organization structures - types of relationships established between (groups of)
content items.

Organization Schemes
●

Exact organization schemes
Alphabetical

Tate gallery-browse

Chronological

Tate gallery-Picasso

Geographical

Vic. National Parks,
Citysearch, M&M's
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●

●

Ambiguous organization schemes
Topical

Apple Computers

Task-oriented

Telstra

Audience-specific

Yarra Valley Water

Metaphor-driven

National Geographic

Hybrid schemes
Combine the above schemes with care - avoid confusing the user
with multiple organization models.
Simplicity is the key.

Organization Structures
Sequential (Linear)
terminating
sequence
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looping sequence
with a "digression"

Hierarchical (Tree)

Deep style hierarchy

Grid-based

Broad style hierarchy

Wheel
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Web

Database
The database model
requires data to be
sectioned into strictly
defined records. It is
therefore most suitable
for homogeneous data.
This can then be
accessed via user
queries.

Choosing an Appropriate Structure
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Where might the 'web' and 'database' arrangements sit on this graph?
What arrangement might you use for explaining how to bake bread? Why?
What arrangement might you use for describing how to fix a broken-down car?
Why?
What is an example of an instance when the grid might be useful?

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

●

●

The information architect breaks information into appropriately sized
sections and chooses a system for arranging these.
Various organization schemes are available for determining how to break
down the information.
Various organization structures exist for arranging the sections of
information.
The appropriate organization scheme and structure will depend on the user's
expectations/needs and the kind of information to be organized.
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Group Registeration Form
●

This form is for you to submit your group selection for assignments 1 & 2
(30% of your total mark for this subject).

●

Groups must consist of exactly 4 members.

●

Submissions of groups containing less than 4 students may not be made.

●

●

●

Each group must submit the form below once only. i.e. each member of the
group does not need to submit the form individually.
All students within a group will receive the same mark for their assignment
work.
Submissions without all required information are invalid. Please check that
the information you enter is correct before submitting.
Select the Monash account of one of your group members to be the host
student. The host student's account will be used for posting the group's work
on the web.
The text-entry box for you to enter your group's URL takes the form:
http://domain-name/~user-name/file-name

●

Before you enter the data below, have the host student set up the splash
page in their web directory.

GROUP HOST STUDENT:
Host student
AUTHCATE
username

Host
student
student
ID
number

Host student
LAST name

Host student email address
(will be used to contact your
group)

OTHER GROUP MEMBERS:
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Student 2
AUTHCATE
username

Student 2
student ID
number

Student 3
AUTHCATE
username

Student 3
student ID
number

Student 4
AUTHCATE
username

Student 4
student ID
number

GROUP URL:
Cut and paste the URL of your group's splash page from your web browser.
*Set the splash page up before you complete this form.
*The URL must be in the Monash domain. Non-Monash wesbites will not be assessed.
http://www-personal.monash.edu.au/

example: http://www-personal.monash.edu.au/~fred2/CSE2325/splash.html
Check everything is correct (especially the URL) then click to
submit all of the above information:
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CSE3325: Organization and Navigation
In the previous lecture:
●

●

●

Organization schemes - determine how to subdivide/classify large
amounts of information.
Organization structures - determine how to arrange sections of related
information.
Appropriate organization schemes and structures are determined by a user's
needs, those of the owner of the information and the kind of information
being presented.

In this lecture:
●
●
●

What features of the browser assist in navigation through a site?
How can you ensure users know where they are within a site?
What tools are available to assist a user to navigate around a site?

Browser Navigation Features
●

●

Open URL - access a specified URL by typing it in
Back/Forward buttons - incremental tracking through previously visited
locations

●

History list - random access of previously visited locations

●

Bookmark - store a location for later return

●

●

Hyperlink colour - purple (or dark) for visited, blue (or bright) for
unvisited, underlined for a link
Status bar - shows destination of a link (e.g. Is it on the current server, in
the current country?)

These features have been carefully researched!
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Make the most of them.
Avoid corrupting or over-riding them for aesthetic or other reasons.

Building Context
Chapter 2

Ensure the user always
knows their location
including:
●

●

Which site they're
looking at
Where in the site
they are located

You can use page
headers & footers, the
page title and consistent
sensorial design to
achieve these goals.

Timbuktu - Town Map

The site navigation
system should
consistently present the
paths which may be
taken and indicate the
current location in the
site.

The Day
of the
Wind

Blah, blah,
blah and it
was very
windy and
blah, blah,
blah. So
Mary and I
went for a
walk. Blah,
blah oh
how the
trees
swayed,
creaked and
groaned as
their leaves
were
whipped
into a
frenzy.
17

What features does a map have to assist the reader in this regard?
What navigation features does an ordinary novel have to do the same?
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Types of Navigation System
Hierarchical Navigation Systems
The information hierarchy (see the previous lecture) is usually the primary way of
moving through data.
It can also be restricting...

How would you move through
this hierarchy from the red cell
to the blue cell?

Use the benefits of hypertext but be
wary of adding too much complexity.

Global Navigation Systems
This allows the user to move to locations which may otherwise require several
jumps in the hierarchy.
Appropriate destinations are context dependent.
A simple example which often appears on a page footer...
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What might the shades of this footer's icons indicate?

What about this one?

Local Navigation Systems
Sometimes an area within a large site (or other data collection) may be viewed as
a sub-site.
(E.g. the purchasing section of an online shop, the lecture notes on the CEMA site)
Local navigation systems can be introduced to navigate within sub-sites.
Local navigation systems should complement (not replace) the global navigation
system for the site.
Bill's e-Boutique*
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Place your order...
●
●
●
●

Online
Via fax
Via phone
Via post

*e-Boutique is not a registered trademark of e-Monash

Ad Hoc Navigation Systems
The in-line hyperlinks within the text here are examples of an ad hoc navigation
system. These links are easily missed by users and so should be included with
care. Don't bury vital links like this within slabs/sentences of text as they will often
go unnoticed making your website frustrating to move through. Nevertheless,
embedded links are indeed elegant and may be used for non-essential information
or when you are certain that they will only be of relevance to people reading the
text.
Sometimes making a list of links to replace or complement embedded hyperlinks
may be beneficial...
●
●
●
●

In-line hyperlinks
Ad hoc navigation system
Users
Vital links

Navigation bars
Hyperlinked nav. bar

home | contact details | purchase | about us
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Image map nav. bar

Tabulated image nav. bar

●

●

●

●

●

Why must you be especially certain to include sensible ALT values for images
in a tabulated navigation bar?
What can you do about providing similar navigation options if you employ an
image map?
What other feature is used on this site to help you select from the navigation
bar?
What are the advantages of the plain hyperlink navigation bar over the other
two styles?
Which of the styles is least flexible when the site content changes?

What are the drawbacks of this
navigation bar?

What are the advantages of this
one?
home

contact
us

purchase about

In this new light how do the navigation bars used in the examples of the previous
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lecture rate?

Frames and Navigation Bars
●

●

●

●

Hyperlinks within one pane can control the content displayed in another pane
within the same window.
Navigation bar remains constant throughout the navigation experience.
Frame / navigation bar cannot be scrolled easily out of sight, consuming
valuable screen real-estate.
Violate the 'page model' of the web.

Take care!

Pull Down Menus
Select location:
Home

Go there!

●

Compact way of presenting options

●

User has to operate menu to see options

●

Variations on this idea are possible too... Macromedia

The Table of Contents
A hierarchical list of major topics and sub-topics (useful if the website is
hierarchical in form).
Should re-inforce (not conflict with) the information hierarchy.
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Facilitate fast, direct access for users who know what they are looking for.
Table of Contents
●

Chapter 1 - Rendering Polygonal
Objects
Introduction
Polygon
representation
Coordinate
systems
Pixel-level
processes

●

Chapter 2 - Theory and Practice of
Lighting
Introduction
Intensity and
energy
Aspects of
reflection
Reflection models

The Index
An alphabetical list of keywords and phrases from a site.
Useful for sites which aren't hierarchical (index is usually relatively flat).
Ensure keywords are selected to assist a user in their queries.
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Index
●

Coordinate Systems
Cartesian
Cylindrical
Spherical

●

Potatoes
Brown
Mouldy
Sweet

●

Reflection
Introduction to
Models
Rendering

The Site Map
A geographical representation of the information on a site.
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Site map generated live from http://
www.sgml.net/

Map generated by Dreamweaver of
the CEMA site.

Guided Tour
What are the advantages of a guided tour for assisting a new user?
How would you implement a guided tour of a web site?
What kind of navigation system would you employ?

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

Many systems may be used to assist a user to navigate around a web site.
Ensure the user always knows where they are, where they can go, and
where they can locate the information they require.
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CSE3325: Labelling
In the previous lecture:
To assist a user's movement through a body of information ensure:
●
●

they are aware of their current location with respect to the information they are seeking
they are able to clearly see the path from their current location to their destination

In this lecture:
●
●

Why are labelling systems important?
What are some effective and creative labelling systems?

References:
●

Rosenfeld, L., Morville, P. "Information Architecture for the World Wide Web", O'Reilly, 1998, Chpt 5

Why Think About Labelling?
Labelling is something humans do everyday, all the time,
...so you'd hope we'd be pretty good at it by now! (Can you think of anything without labelling it?)

O soft embalmer of the still midnight,
Shutting, with careful fingers and benign,
Our gloom-pleas'd eyes, embower'd from the light,
Enshaded in forgetfulness divine....
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So what was John Keats talking about? (...a Sonnet To Sleep)
A tin without a label is like a hyperlink without a title.
Users don't want to spend time working out what a label really means... labels are not poems!

What A Labelling System Says About The Information Provider
Cool New Stuff

Latest additions

Order Processing & Despatch

Sales & Delivery

Project A41-277.3

Cancer Treatment Project

What are the different messages a user receives from the pairs above?

Using Textual Labels
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If you can find a commonly-used/conventional label then half the battle is won.
(Especially when it comes to finding labels to assist navigation!)
Main, Main Page, Home, Home Page
Search, Find, Browse, Search/Browse, Site Map, Contents, Table of Contents, Index
Contact, Contact Us, Contact Webmaster, Feedback, Comments, Support , Help
Help, FAQ, Frequently Asked Questions
News, What's New
About, About Us, About <Company Name>, Company Information, Information

Conventional and unconventional labels sometimes benefit from a simple explanation the first time they appear.
Search/Browse:

Search the site by keyword or browse with our site map

Contact:

E-mail our technical staff with your problems or call our customer hotline

About:

Information about our company: its history, policies and the people who make it tick

From then on (as always)... be consistent (across the entire site, not just within a page) and the following will be readily understood...
Search/Browse | Contact | About

The Web Is Indexed Using Textual Labels
Search engines examine some of a web page's content to determine how it will be classified.
An example for a page containing information on computer graphics and animation...
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<meta name="keywords" content="computer graphics, animation, digital cinema" / >
Even a page's title can matter...
<title> Computer Graphics & Computer Animation Book Reviews </title>

Textual Link Labels May Be Incorporated Into Prose
●

Ensure that it is clear from the link label where the link will take you.

Born in 1894, Aldous Huxley belonged to a family of great talent: he was the grandson of the famous Thomas Henry Huxley; the son of
Leonard Huxley, the editor of the Cornhill Magazine; and the brother of Sir Julian Huxley.

Above you can infer that the link will lead to further information on the noun to which it is linked.
The text flows naturally, despite the links. (Some would argue however that such hyperlinking is not beneficial to the flow of information).
What about these links?
Born in 1894, Aldous Huxley belonged to a family of great talent. More information about his family is provided here. He was the grandson of
the famous Thomas Henry Huxley (Here is a photo); the son of Leonard Huxley (Link to his homepage), the editor of the Cornhill Magazine*;
and the brother of Sir Julian Huxley.
*online issue

●

A label's effectiveness as a navigation tool can be improved if it is used both to navigate to and label some information (for example, as a
heading...)

Textual Labels May Be Used As Headings
Labels often describe the section (page/paragraph etc.) of information which follows them.
Ensure:
●

Consistency in terminology
❍

wording used among labels is uniform and cohesive
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●

Consistency in granularity
❍
❍

the content at each level of label is of roughly equal importance
levels represented by labels cover a similar depth of the information

Try removing the text content from between headings to highlight any strengths or weaknesses.
Editing Video
●
●

●

●
●

Using the Monitor window
Displaying a clip
❍
To view a clip
Using Monitor window controllers
❍
To customize the monitor window view
❍
To play the Source or Program view
❍
To view a different frame
❍
To jog or shuttle through frames
Using the Timeline window
Moving around in the Timeline
❍
To move the edit line in the Timeline
❍
To display the timeline in more detail
❍
To display more of the program in the timeline
Headings from the Adobe Premiere User's Guide

Video Editing
●
●

●

●
●

The Monitor Window
Displaying a clip
❍
Clip - viewing
Controllers on the Monitor Window
❍
Customizing the monitor window's view
❍
To play the Source or Program view
❍
To see a different frame
❍
Shuttle/Jog frames
Timeline Window
To move around in the Timeline window
❍
The edit line
❍
Detail
❍
How to display more program in the timeline window
How not to label sections of the Adobe Premiere User's Guide
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Sources For Textual Labelling Systems
●

The textbook from which your lecture notes are referenced

●

The labels you created when organizing your site (check these for consistency!)

●

Other websites

●

Controlled vocabularies & thesauri (eg. Yellow Pages categories, library book subjects)

●

The information content (eg. titles of the research papers on a group's site... why not use titles of music CD's?)

●

The search engine query topics entered by users

Using Iconic Labels
Icon, an image used to represent an
●

Object

●

Property

●

Action

●

Concept

Things To Consider When Choosing Between Icons and Text
●

The choice will depend on the application!

●

Text / words have well known meanings

●

Well designed icons can be recognized faster than text

●

Text / words have strong connotations

●

Icons may take less screen space than text

●

There are around half a million well defined words in English.

●

Icons can be language independent

●

There are only a few well defined icons

Designing Icons
●

Recognition - speed & accuracy with which an icon's meaning is deduced

●

Remembering - ease of recall of an icon's meaning once learned
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●

Discrimination - ease of distinguishing between icons

Sources For Iconic Labels
●

Objects

●

Properties of objects

●

Objects used for performing an operation
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●

Before and after effects of an operation

●

Abstract representations

ABCD1234!@#$%

●

Arbitrary designs
(These icons may be difficult to learn but once learned may still aid remembering and discrimination)
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This lecture's key point(s):
●
●
●
●

Labels may be textual or iconic (or you may combine both!)
Use labels which will be recognized and understood by users
Use labels to clarify the chosen organization scheme and structure
Use labels consistently

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Writing for the WWW
In the previous lecture:
●
●
●
●

Labels may be textual, iconic, or both
Adhere to external conventions in your choice of labels
Adhere to internal consistency in your choice of labels
Labels should reflect the chosen organization scheme and structure

In this lecture:
●
●
●

Write concisely
Consider the differences between reading on a screen and paper
Provide space around your text and a clear hierarchy of information

References
●

●

●

Holzschlag, M.E., Web By Design: The Complete Guide, Sybex Press, 1998,
pp183-190.
Lynch, P.J. Horton, S., Web Style Guide: Basic Design Principles for Creating
Web Sites,
Yale University Press, 1999, Chapter 6.
and especially...
Nielsen, J., Designing Web Usability: The Practice of Simplicity, New Riders
Publishing, 2000, pp98-129. (Also see Nielsen's website for further
information)
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My smmr hols wr CWOT. B4, we usd 2 go 2 NY 2C my
bro, his GF & thr 3 :-@ kds FTF. ILNY, its gr8.
Bt my Ps wr so {:-/ BC o 9/11 tht they dcdd 2 stay in
SCO & spnd 2wks up N.
Up N, WUCIWUG -- 0. I ws vvv brd in MON. 0 bt baas
& ^^^^^.
AAR8, my Ps wr :-) -- they sd ICBW, & tht they wr hap 4 the pc&qt...IDTS!! I wntd 2 go hm ASAP, 2C my
M8s again.
2day, I cam bk 2 skool. I feel v O:-) BC I hv dn all my
hm wrk. Now its BAU ...

Translation: My summer holidays were a complete waste of time. Before,
we used to go to New York to see my brother, his girlfriend and their three
screaming kids face to face. I love New York, it's great.
But my parents were so worried because of the of 9/11 that they decided we
would stay in Scotland and spend two weeks up north. Up north, what you
see is what you get - nothing. I was extremely bored in the middle of
nowhere. Nothing but sheep and mountains.
At any rate, my parents were happy. They said that it could be worse, and
that they were happy with the peace and quiet. I don't think so! I wanted to
go home as soon as possible, to see my mates again.
Today I came back to school. I feel very saintly because I have done all my
homework. Now it's business as usual...

Apparently from an essay written by a Scottish school girl
(posted by Matthew Langham, March 3, 2003)

From: Global.Emails@adm.monash.edu.au
Subject: New cleaning structure
Date: 29 June 2005 10:10:49 AM
To: allclaytonstaff-l@monash.edu.au
Reply-To: Arthur.Brent@adm.monash.edu.au
A message from deputy vice-chancellor and vice president (Resources) Alison Crook
-----------------------------------------------------------------------New cleaning structure
The management structure of cleaning services at the Clayton campus have
changed. From Monday 4 July, the campus will be cleaned by a mix of
internal staff and external contractors. The cleaning service will still
be managed by Arthur Brent who can be contacted on extension 54073.
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Facilities and Services, along with Student and Staff Services and the
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union have been working
with cleaning staff to discuss ongoing service provision and how it may
be managed into the future. A number of voluntary separation packages
were accepted by cleaning staff. From an end-user perspective,
initially, there should be little change in the service. Moving forward
Facilities and Services will be developing a more user focussed and
performance-driven cleaning regime across the campus.

Translation: A message from senior administration at Monash University: Arrangements for
cleaning staff will change on July 4th. The person to contact regarding the cleaning services
remains Arthur Brent on extension 54073. Some cleaning staff have been asked to leave and
have accepted the offer. Cleaning services should remain unaltered.

Three important points
1. Be concise
2. Expect vistors to scan text
3. Split up text into a clear hierarchy

Be concise
●

Computer screens have less dots per inch than printed pages (limited
resolution)
❍

●

People find reading on screens less comfortable than reading on paper

People are often (not always) looking for information on the WWW, not "a
good read"
❍

Write so that people can find what they are looking for comfortably &
quickly
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Expect visitors to scan text
●

People do not read lengthy, dense web pages
Visitors may print out a page with detailed information to read and
annotate in hardcopy

❍

●

Most computer screens are narrow and short (limited size)
Avoid forcing users to scroll (this may be disorienting)

❍

Helpful things to consider:
●

●

Write less (maybe 50% less) than you would on a paper document of the
same topic
Break up lengthy texts into pages (use the principles of information
architecture)
What do you think of these examples?

❍

❍

●

American Museum of Natural History (frog
exhibition - curator)
American Museum of Natural History (frog
exhibition - introduction)

Build a main page for each topic with a summary of the information
provided on subpages
What do you think of these examples?

❍
❍
❍

●

Aspiring Guides
Petzl Tactikka Plus headlamp
Black Diamond Climbing Equipment

Avoid relying on "in-page" hyperlinks (i.e. <#A> anchors jumping to
locations within the current page)
❍

People may expect a link to take them to a different page (this is their
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conceptual model)
●

Provide clear titles, subtitles & sub-subtitles (recall the lecture on
labelling)
❍

These provide jumping-in points for people who scan
What do you think of these examples?

■
■
■

●

Yahoo
Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao)
NASA

Highlight keywords
❍

❍

❍

These provide jumping-in points for people who scan
These may be used to understand what a paragraph is about, without
reading it fully
Distinguish these visually from hyperlinks

●

Use short paragraphs

●

Use lists

●

Use white space to break up text
❍

These allow the reader to keep their place on a page

❍

These allow the reader to identify the key ideas on a page
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A sample MUJI page (20 August 2004)

●

Use "pull-quotes"

●

Use topic sentences in your paragraphs

●

Use an "inverted" style - state your conclusions up-front

❍

These techniques give prominance to interesting and relevant ideas.

"Inverted" style

A "pull quote"

From: The Guardian website,
Bunting, M.,
Morality as Polyfilla, August 16,
2004

From: Mountain Zone website, Inverarity, P.,
Chasing Scarves and Jumping Crevasses,
Discovering Alpinism on the Massif du Mont Blanc, August
11, 2004
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The following is adapted from the Mountain Safety Research website to
illustrate the benefits of white space (paragraph breaks and lists) and
highlighting keywords...
As it appears (they use a typeface with more leading)...
Convertible:

Customers are craving simplicity and versatility. MSR's
convertible shelters fit the bill with true year-round performance
for almost any condition. The Fusion tents feature large zip-out
panels that tuck neatly away along with a user-friendly venting
system to keep you comfortable in the heat of summer or when
battened down for a winter storm. The Fusion 2 and 3 are ideal
for lightweight, all year shelter. The SuperFusion adds extra
room for gear, a large hooped vestibule, a vestibule window and
even more zip out panels for the ultimate luxury shelter. The
entire series features continuous pole sleeves, removable gear
lofts, multiple guy points for severe weather, and the highest
waterproof floor coatings. MSR convertible tents can go
anywhere, any time.

or if space allows, maybe...
For simplicity and versatility, MSR's convertible shelters fit
the bill with true year-round performance for almost any
condition.
The Fusion tents feature large zip-out panels that tuck neatly
away along with a user-friendly venting system to keep you
comfortable in the heat of summer or when battened down for a
winter storm.
The series features:
●
●
●
●

continuous pole sleeves
removable gear lofts
multiple guy points for severe weather
the highest waterproof floor coatings

The Fusion 2 and 3 are ideal for lightweight, all year shelter.
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The SuperFusion adds extra room for gear, a large hooped
vestibule, a vestibule window and even more zip out panels for
the ultimate luxury shelter.
MSR convertible tents can go anywhere, any time.

●

Use language suitable for your audience, avoid jargon
The following is adapted from Black Diamond Software website 20 Aug 2004
(judge the prose and labelling for yourself)...
"Process performance
management (pre- and
post-improvement
project) will yield the
fastest and potentially
greatest ROIs."
Dan Vogel, META
Group, Oct. 2003

SDLC improvement is today's method of
choice for improving IT effectiveness,
yet for many organizations adoption is
the key challenge. Black Diamond
Software's SDLC Capability
Improvement Program is designed
to manage SDLC adoption, while
introducing industry-standard processes
and best practices. It is comprised of
three stages with the following
packaged service offerings:
assess
●
●

Asset Assessment
SDLC Assessment

improve
●

●

●

IBM Rational Unified Process®
(RUP®) Pilot
IBM Rational Unified Process®
(RUP®) Deployment
Offshore AD Process and Policy
Management

maintain
●

Workshops
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●
●
●
●

●

❍
❍
❍
❍

Inquiry Services
Continuing Education
Newsletter/Knowledgebase
Continuing Education/Process
Update
Process Compliance Monitoring

Do you think the target audience will understand this?
Do you understand this?
Does the text have anything significant to say?
What do you think of the inserted quote on the left?
Check out this way cool page from Beckersurf (20 August 2004)

Note the lingo used to label the buttons, links etc.

Extra reading (available in the Monash Library)...
Watson, D., "Death sentence : the decay of public language", Random House
Australia, 2003
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An interesting phenomenon (that doesn't excuse lousy spelling...)

I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg.
The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at
Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a
wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer
msut be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can
sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos
not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh?
Yaeh and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt.

This lecture's key point(s):
●
●
●

Write concisely and clearly for your target audience
Consider the differences between reading on a screen and paper
Provide space around your text and a clear hierarchy of information
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 3 Effective Navigation

Create three HTML pages, each with different background, text, active link, visited
link and unvisited link colours.
In choosing your colours ensure:
●
●
●
●
●

The background is not 'hard on the eyes'.
The text is easily read over the background.
The links are clearly distinguishable from plain text.
The user can tell when they have already followed a hyperlink.
Visual feedback is provided when selecting a link. (How do you acheive this?)

On each page, place a heading and a line or two of text. (The content can be
anything you like.)
Each page should also have a title placed within <TITLE> tags. Why is this needed
if the page already has a heading?
Design and implement a means of accessing the three different pages sequentially
using
1.
2.
3.
4.

Standard hyperlink/anchors
Frames and a text-based table of contents
Frames and an image map
(Advanced - look ahead to JavaScript notes) frames and a JavaScript rollover menu

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Site Design
In the previous lecture:
●

Labels may be textual or iconic but they should always be clear and assist
the user in moving through a body of information.

In this lecture:
●

●

Designing a website is an on-going process
At every stage ensure that you employ user-centred design for all aspects of
your site

The web
design
algorithm...

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Execute
Test
Goto step 1

...an
infinite
loop!

References
●

●

Lynch, P.J., Horton, S. "Web Style Guide", Yale Univeristy Press, 1999, Chpt
1,2,3
Rosenfeld, L., Morville, P. "Information Architecture for the World Wide
Web", O'Reilly, 1998, Chpt 7,8

Q: What is good design?
A: It depends on the goal! A goal must be set before all else!
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A well designed artefact elegantly satisfies the needs of its user... this is usercentred design.

User centred design applies to all aspects of presenting information.
eg. VW and Ferrari design
excellent cars but neither would
satisfy the design brief of the
other!
A Combi-wagon would not be a
good racing car, nor would a
Ferrari be of much use as
transport for a hippy commune!

A Sample Web Site Design Brief
Identify (for the site) the
Goals & Messages
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

❍
❍
❍
❍

Primary & secondary goals
Short term & long term goals
Put goals in writing
Have client & site creators sign goals
Primary & secondary audiences - Who are they? What do
they want from the site?
Age, interests, culture / sub-culture, computer literacy...
Audience hardware / software capabilities
Platform, browser, monitor, connection speed...
What message(s) must the site convey to the target
audience to meet the goals?
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Content
❍

❍

Does the site require new content creation?
■
If no:
Where is the content coming from?
How will it be altered to fit the new medium?
■
If yes:
How will the content be created / collected?
How does content enable site to meet its goals & convey its
message?

Structure
❍
❍

❍

How will the content be organized?
How will the organization enable the site to meet its goals &
convey its message?
What options need to be available for viewing / searching
the site contents?

Sensorial Design
❍
❍

❍

❍

What will be the 'look and feel' of the site?
How will look and feel enable the site to meet its goals &
convey its message?
What visual, auditory, textual & interactive elements will be
required?
What tools / hardware / software / programming skills are
required to create this content?

Market Testing
❍
❍
❍
❍

Who are the competitors for this site?
What are their strengths & weaknesses?
How can these be exploited?
What niches are yet to be filled?

Team
❍
❍
❍

Who are the members of the production team?
What are their roles and responsibilities?
What is their experience (is it sufficient)?
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Additional Things To Consider (to please me)
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Fast download!
Web surfers like me are (very) impatient.
Simple
Surfers, including me, are lazy and stupid!
Clear
Surfers are (mostly) not cryptographers or linguists.
Attractive
(snazzy, sombre, subdued, corporate, elegant, trendy, slick, subtle, dark,
light, playful...)
Web surfers are into things that look cool.
Compelling
Surfers are fickle.
Idiosyncratic
Surfers see hundreds of sites that look the same.
There's lots to consider!
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Four major themes of information delivery (Lynch & Horton, "Web Style
Guide", pp31)

Common Site Elements
●

Home/Main pages
❍
❍
❍
❍

Menu Home Pages (Granular~Synthesis)
News-oriented Home Pages (Wired)
Path-based Home Pages (NTTICC)
Splash Screens (IRCAM)

●

Menus and Subsites

●

Resource Lists, "Related Sites" pages

●

Tables of Contents, Site Indexes and Maps

●

Search Features

●

"What's New?" pages
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●

Contact Information and User Feedback

●

FAQ's

●

Custom error pages

Information Architecture
What content will appear on what page?
How will the web documents be linked?
Depict the result in a branching diagram...

Will you employ a hierarchy, linear sequence, a grid or a combination of
structures?
Refer to the lecture on Information Architecture for details.
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Page Architecture
●

What navigation system will be used?

●

How will each page look?

●

Choose colours, fonts and other layout elements if not already specified.

●

How will these sit together?

●

How will all this maintain the site 'look and feel'?

●

●

Sketch many alternative layouts and refine them.
(Use a pencil for Heaven's sake!)
How will the page architecture enable the site to meet its goals and convey
its message?

....only now is it time to sit down and enter HTML!

A Vital Note On Copyright
●

●

DO NOT use any material (images, text, programs or anything else) on your
web page from any source unless you have explicit, written permission from
the author to do so....
This means for example that you may:
NOT scan in, nor copy images already on the web, for inclusion in your own
web pages,
NOT even if you alter them in some way yourself,
NOT even if they are supposedly public domain.
NOT hyper-link to an image created by another person to include it in your
own web page.
(You may link to the entire web page in which the image originally appears
however.)

●

It is better from a copyright standpoint (also from the standpoint of
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interesting web design) to create all your own imagery.
●

●

●
●

Quotations taken from published sources must be clearly and fully
referenced immediately following the cited text.
(Not buried somewhere on a separate page.)
Explicitly protect your work by placing a copyright notice on your homepage.
An example copyright case.
An example of why using clip-art may have undesirable side-effects.

You Have Been Warned!

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

Ensure everything is spelled out in writing and agreed upon before you start
coding HTML
In particular, determine your audience and their requirements to establish
the goals for a site

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Page Design
In the previous lecture:
●

●

●

Before touching a computer keyboard, sit down and work out a web site
design brief.
Many web sites have similar page types.
You can use these conventions to assist a user in understanding your site.
Use original content on your web site.
It looks better and avoids unecessary legal problems.

In this lecture:
●
●
●

The relationship between web and print layout
Layout for the special needs of online viewers
Providing consistent and clear web layouts

The moment you've all been waiting for... time to design a web page!
Layout of a web page is not that different to layout of printed matter.
(But obviously there are additional aspects to be considered.)

"We seek clarity, order, and trustworthiness in
information sources,
whether traditional paper documents or Web pages."
Lynch & Horton, Web Style Guide
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Visual Hierarchy
Create a strong and consistent visual hierarchy which leads the viewer's eye
around a page.
Tools: layout, typography, illustration
Example: Consider a page of a magazine such as Cleo
What does your eye focus on first? Second? Third? Fourth?
Usually the eye catches
elements in this order:
●

●
●

●

●

large shapes and
blocks of colour
(images etc.)
graphics content
major heading
content
minor heading
content
sections of body text

This is a visual hierarchy!

(We can study the way the eye moves over a printed page in order to learn about
how people process graphical and textual information.)

Importance of Contrast
Contrast is used to assist in achieving these broad goals for layout and
composition...
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Balance
(Left and right, top and bottom, front and back)
Gridding
(Elements should line up)
Proportion
(Certain ratios are more pleasing than others)

Square

1:1

Square root

1:1.414

Golden Rectangle

1:1.618

Double Square

1:2

An example...
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Which page design is preferable? Why?
Where does the eye focus?
How is the visual hierarchy established?

Consistency
Choose a layout style for your pages and apply it across your site
Choose a graphical style for your pages and apply it across your site

Page Dimensions
Computer screens are small and of low-resolution compared to print media.
Computer screens are cluttered with browser borders, menu bars, control strips,
scroll bars.
The smallest common monitor size is 640x480 pixels.
Don't design your pages to depend on monitor sizes larger than this!
Be aware that people may want to print your web pages onto A4 paper - especially
if they contain lots of text!

Graphic Safe dimensions for printing

width=535 pixels
height=295 pixels
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Graphic Safe dimensions for screenonly use

width=595 pixels
height=295 pixels

Page Length
Pay great attention to page content which appears "above the fold".
What does this mean? Why is this necessary?
But a user can scroll can't they?
●

Scrolling down through a web page is disorienting.

●

Scrolling across a web page is frustrating.

●

Scrolling both across and down a web page is quite ridiculous!

Avoid scrolling if possible!

The proper page length to employ will depend on:
●

●

The way in which people will usually view your page
(browse on-line vs. print out)
The type of document content
(In some cases you need to keep info. on a topic on the same page. Usually
(not always) it is wise to avoid more than four screenfulls of material on a
single page.)

●

The bandwidth available to the audience

●

The screen size of the audience
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Minimize the damage of long pages by:
providing visual breaks (such as horizontal rules or paragraph spaces) within
single screenfulls

●

●

providing back to top links

●

providing subheadings within single screenfulls

Shorter web pages are good for:
●
●

●

●

Home pages
Menu/Navigation/Index
pages
Documents to be read
online
Bandwidth-hungry pages
(eg. lots of images)

Longer web pages are good for:
●
●
●
●

Easy maintenance
Downloading
Printing out
People who like to read
without clicking links

Web pages must be free-standing
Pages may be accessed at random so each page needs to make sense on its own.
Every web page needs to answer the following basic questions:
●

●

●

●

What?
Informative title (in the text and title bar)
Who?
Creator's identity
When?
Date of creation and/or modification
Where?
Link to the site homepage and/or a major index
If relevant country/company of origin (see Who?)
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Page Headers & Footers
Page headers and footers may help the user by:
●

providing consistently located navigation bars

●

providing consistent "What? Who? When? Where?" information

●

providing a consistent look and feel for a site

...yes, page headers and footers are an excellent means of providing consistency!
(Make these clear, but not so large that they dominate or waste precious screen
real-estate)

HTML assistance
HTML is not really suitable for complex page layout tasks.
●

●

Frames provide convenient ways to implement headers, footers and menus.
Tables provide convenient ways to locate text and images properly within a
page.

This lecture's key point(s):
●
●

●

Web page layout bears much in common with print media layout
Additional considerations centre largely around the need to allow for the
properties of computer monitors
Provide consistent and clear layouts for all the pages on your site

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE2325/3325 : Assignment Specification, 2007
Details about the answers you need to provide for assessment are given below.

Here Be Dragons
Using JavaScript, and CGI scripts (in any appropriate language) implement an
interactive online map that runs in the Firefox Internet web browser as follows...
The aim of the website is to produce an interactive, "spotter's" map to be
accessible over the WWW. A spotter's map is a map that allows users to mark the
location of something they have seen in order for others to go and visit that
location. For instance a whale-spotter's map might mark the presence of whales at
various locations around a coastline for people to go whale-watching. A trolleyspotter's map might mark the location of shopping trolleys abandoned around
suburbia so that supermarket staff can return them to the supermarket carpark.
As well as marking the location of features of interest, the spotter's map should
allow an administrator or a user to remove spotted items from the map once they
have "expired" (after a certain time has elapsed) or once the item has been
moved (a whale has swum away or a trolley has been collected).
Description:

Create your own map of a real
or imaginary place. This is a
chance to be creative! There is
a vast history of beautiful map
making from which you can
draw inspiration. You might
create a map of a lost city, a
section of the sky, the galaxy,
the ocean or perhaps of your
university campus or the
suburb in which you live. You
will need to consult references
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on the art of cartography to
assist you in designing your
map, selecting the colours and
typefaces you use, and the
selection of the iconography
you employ. The map can be
serious or humourous. It might
store good fishing spots, the
locations of hidden treasure
chests or favourite cafes.

Task:
As a basic feature, the map you place online should permit a user to select a point
location and attach some information to it. The map will then display this
information to the website's visitors. This information may have an expiry date. If
so, your software should automatically monitor this and update the map
accordingly. Users might be able to remove information from the map if they think
it has expired, or submit a request for an administrator to remove some
information after they do some basic checks. Perhaps your map allows attachment
of icons to locations of various types. For instance a bird-watcher's map might
allow a user to mark the location of various eagles' nests with certain icons, whilst
marking the location of favourite hunting grounds using different icons. Perhaps
entire regions can be entered by a user (for instance areas in which an animal
roams, paths of sky where aircraft are permitted to travel etc.).
Have a look for existing maps
online and in books. What features
do they employ?
Consider employing some of them
in your own website.
Here are some (mostly static)
maps as examples:
●

Cholera epidemic map (a
famous map by Snow)
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●
●
●
●

Storm spotter's map
Star spotter's map
Fishing Maps
Rock climbing location map

Some features to consider:
●

●

●

●

●
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Indicate clearly the
marked locations on
your map;
Provide a means for
viewers to mark
locations on the map;
Provide a means for
viewers to read/see/
hear the information
stored about the
marked locations and to
update or remove it if
necessary. How will you
protect against
malicious interference
with the map's data?
Allow users to show or
hide certain types of
information and to
search for particular
features.
How will you handle the
situation where the
map needs to be
displayed at a

CSE2325/3325 Assignment Specifications

resolution higher than
that of the user's
screen?

Other things to consider:
●
●
●
●
●

How will you build the map? (What data-structures might you use?)
How will visitors to the site know what to do?
How will you highlight a location?
What will your map look like? How will use text and icons?
How will user data be interpretted?

* NOTE: The images appearing on this page are of old maps produced by people
who are no longer living and who no longer hold copyright over their work.
However, work submitted for assessment must be the original work of the
students enrolled in the unit.

Task Details
●

●

This assignment consists of two parts, each worth 15% of your end of year
mark.
Both parts are to be completed in the same assigned group of four students.

Part 1: Design Document (DD)
(See course outline for due dates)
The DD is web-based and will be assessed online. You will need to post it as a web
page on the Monash website of a host-student who you select from your group.
Before you can post your DD you will need to post a splash page containing:
●
●
●

The group name (allocated automatically when you register your group)
The names of students in the group
A clear link to the design document
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●

A legal message and link in which all of the site authors may be emailed
as a single group (check that this works). Marks may be deducted if this
legal notice and mailto link are not correctly incorporated...
Submitted in partial fullfillment of the requirements for
CSE2325/3325 Multimedia Programming and the WWW
School of Computer Science and Software Engineering, Monash University, Australia 3800.
This site is the original work of author1, author2, author3, author4

The DD needs to contain the sub-sections listed below. Each sub-section must be
clearly labelled.
[Square brackets] contain an approximate % mark for each assessment task.
Please note that the effectiveness (and therefore grade) of each section will to
some extent be determined by the effectiveness of each other sub-section. This is
how the WWW works... the overall design and content of the information you
present says a lot about the authority and professionalism with which the
information will be credited... people do judge a book by its cover, especially
online (where there are no books... how ironic!)
1. Target audience & concise specification of problem
Exactly who is your website targeted at? What are its primary and secondary
target audiences? What will their expectations of your site be? Include a
brief, clear description of the aim of your project in light of these
expectations and the resources available to you. (~200 words) [10%]
2. Concise description of the proposed solution
1. Explain exactly what you are going to do to meet the aim of the project
and the target audience's expectations. What will your project look
like? How will you represent the map? How will the landscape and
buildings appear from the user's perspective? How will the user interact
with the map to meet their requirements? (<400 words) [40%]
2. Include at least one (probably more) visual mock-up to clearly explain
the functionality of your system. (A visual mock-up is a document that
looks like a screen-shot, picture or diagram of your proposed web site
but the underlying functionality has not yet been implemented. The
document should be annotated with text explaining what each of the
elements will do in the completed version.) [20%]
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3. Describe a user's interaction with the map from start to finish exploring
a couple of different user goals and the sequence of events by which
they are met. This may be in the form of a series of key moments and/
or decisions for the user. It can be in text or visual form, or a
combination of both. [10%]
3. Tools and techniques
Give a brief description of software tools, techniques & algorithms you think
will be required to implement your solution (You will need to research this.
Don't be concerned if later you discover there are better ways of
implementing your solution, you just need to show that you have researched
the possiblities). In particular, you might like to describe the algorithm you
will use: e.g. to calculate the routes between locations. (~200 words) [10%]
4. The DD content, layout & design
Don't focus on the technology or your perceptions of what's easy or hard to
implement on the web. Marking will be based on the innovation and thought
you show in your problem solution (not the difficulty you might have in
implementing it) and also the way the DD itself is presented online.
Therefore, the DD should at a minimum include text, images and hyperlinks.
You are limited to using a few pages for the DD. Only add material that is
necessary to build your case. Unnecessary material will result in loss of
marks if your readers become disinterested.
Overall quality and presentation of design document [10%]

Part 2: Implementation
(See course outline for due dates)
●

Add an additional page to your DD from the assignment part 1. This
addition should contain:
❍

❍
❍

❍

An analysis of your original DD highlighting any points raised in the
feedback to your original submission;
Specific improvements to the original specification;
When you produce this additional page, do not change the original
design document. Please leave it on-line for reference;
Link your design document revision page to your group's splash page.
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●

●

Implement your newly revised scheme for the interactive map. You must
consider all aspects of designing for the web and information presentation.
Pay particular heed to the use of:
❍
❍

❍
❍
❍

imagery (icons and pictures)
text (grammar, spelling and
expression must all be perfect)
page layout
information design/architecture
programming and interactivity

❍

❍
❍
❍

navigation
systems
site labelling
typography
colour

...and don't forget, above all else you must communicate effectively with
your target audience!
Remember to:
●
●

Link your assignment to your group's splash page
Link your revised DD to your group's splash page
...or you will not receive a mark for all of your hard work (as nobody will be
able to see it)!

●

Here is the approximate assignment marking breakdown:

●
●
●
●
●

Revised DD...
Navigation...
Site Layout...
Labelling...
Page layout & Visual
design

5%
10%
10%
5%
15%

●
●
●
●
●

Interactivity...
Programming...
Evidence of testing...
Usability...
Overall quality of web
site...
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CSE3325 : Javascript, Part 1
In the previous lecture:
●

●

●

Establish a visual hierarchy over which the eye can flow as it processes the
information on a (web) page.
Choose page dimensions/length appropriate to the intended purpose of the
document.
Ensure web pages are free standing.

In this lecture:
●

Introduction to Javascript programming.

References
●

●

●

Flanagan, D. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
2nd edn, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
Stein, L.D. How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site
2nd edn, Addison Wesley 1997, Chpt10.
Goodman, D. Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.

What is Javascript?
JavaScript is not Java! But it has other names like: Livescript, JScript and
ECMAScript.
●

●

●

Java is a complete programming language which may be used generally as
well as on the Web.
JavaScript (also a complete programming language) whose code is usually
embedded in an HTML document.
JavaScript is a scripting language designed to be executed by the browser
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when it receives an HTML document containing code.
●

●

●

●

●

JavaScript is also used by other web-related software such as Adobe's
Acrobat and Macromedia Dreamweaver. Netscape servers also use server-side
JavaScript.
JavaScript runs on the client machine and so it is not affected by slow
Internet connections.
JavaScript can read and write HTML documents that the browser has open
including the document in which the script itself resides.
JavaScript has access to some of the browser's functions such as the forward
& backward buttons.
JavaScript is suitable for constructing intelligent HTML documents (eg. selfchecking fill-out forms) and dynamically created HTML pages. It is also an
integral component of Dynamic HTML (D-HTML). More on this latter.

HAL, the starship's computer is behaving strangely. He has killed all the ship's
crew except for you. In an emergency (like now) hit this panic button.
Panic Button

There, now that's not so bad is it? You just asked your browser to execute
some JavaScript.

Implementing the Panic Button using JavaScript.
1. The source <HEAD> of this document (have a look!) contains some
code.
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<script language="Javascript">
function daisy()
{
alert("Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do.\n" +
"I'm half crazy, all for the love of you.\n" +
"Will you marry me Dave?");
}
</script>

■

<SCRIPT> & </SCRIPT> tags identify their contents as JavaScript.

■

A function named daisy is defined.

■

Function daisy calls Netscape's built in 'alert' dialogue box.

■

Check the source code to see how comments work and how HTML
comments can be used to hide Javascript from older browsers.

2. The source <BODY> of this document (have a look too!) contains some
code.
<FORM>
<INPUT TYPE="button" NAME="myButton"
VALUE="Panic Button" onClick="daisy()">
</FORM>

■

This creates a form with a single element of TYPE button.

■

When the button is clicked, a JavaScript routine (daisy!) is called.

3. This is about as interesting (and as useful) as a "Hello World"
programme!

What's your name?
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Dave: Open the pod bay door HAL!
HAL: I'm sorry Dave, I can't do that.
De-activate HAL

Did you de-activate HAL? Or are you doomed to be de-activated yourself?
❍

❍

The alert, prompt and confirm dialogue boxes have all been used above.
The document source reveals that JavaScript syntax is similar to that of
the C programming language.

In the next set of lecture notes, we'll look more closely at JavaScript Syntax.

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

JavaScript is a client side programming language that may be embedded
within an HTML document.
JavaScript allows for user interaction, dynamic generation of content, form
checking, and much more...

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: JavaScript, Part II
In the previous lecture:
●

●

JavaScript is a client side programming language that may be embedded
within an HTML document.
JavaScript allows for user interaction, dynamic generation of content, form
checking, and much more...

In this lecture:
●

JavaScript syntax

References:
Same as the previous lecture:
●

●

●

●

●

Flanagan, D. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
2nd edn, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
Stein, L.D. How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site
2nd edn, Addison Wesley 1997, Chpt10.
Goodman, D. Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.

It is essential that one or more of these texts, or some other reference (eg.
the WWW) be consulted on this topic.
This page is a summary only of a few important JavaScript language features
after Stein. It is not intended to be a comprehensive explanation of
JavaScript.
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Strings
❍

"This is a string" and 'This is a string'

❍

'T' 'h' "e" "s" "e" "are strings too!"

❍

There is no distinction between single characters and strings

❍

Single quotes are useful:
onClick = "confirm('Are you sure you want to become a
potato Dave?')"

❍

You can escape a quotation mark using backslash:
quote = "\"Eat my shorts HAL!\", muttered
Dave."

❍

❍

❍

\n linefeed (UNIX newline), \r carriage return (Macintosh newline) \t
(tab)
Strings may be concatenated using the + operator.
The escape() and unescape() global functions convert strings to URL
encoded versions and vica-versa. For example:
var s = escape("hello dave");
// s now has the value: "hello%20dave"

Numbers
❍

2001

❍

2001.0

❍

-2001.0

❍

+2001.0 Does not work!
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❍

2.01E3

❍

0x2A (hexadecimal numbers preceded by a 0x, digits from 0-F)

❍

0743 (octal numbers preceded by a 0, digits from 0-7)

Booleans
❍

Keywords true and false

❍

These are not the same as 1 and 0!

Comments
❍

❍

// This is a comment to the end of a line
/* This is a comment
which spans more
than one line */

Type Conversion
❍

JavaScript has automatic type conversion

❍

eval (string) forces conversion of a string to a numeric value.
var aString = "2001";
var aNumber = eval(aString);

❍

❍

❍

parseInt (string, [radix]) returns an integer value up to the first
non-numeric character in the string. Base 10 is assumed if no radix is
specified.
parseFloat (string) returns a floating point value or NaN (not a
number) if the string contains any non-numeric characters.
isNaN(expression) returns true or false if number is NaN. (Windo$
implementation of parseFloat() may return 0 instead of NaN!)
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❍

isFinite(expression) returns true or false if the result of expression is
anything within the range of Number.MIN_VALUE and Number.
MAX_VALUE

Variables & Assignment
❍

JavaScript is weakly typed hence the statements...
myVariable = "Dave";
myVariable = 2001;
...work just fine one after another even though one assigns myVariable
to a string and the other to a number!

❍

❍

❍

Strings are automatically converted to numbers if you try to perform
arithmetic with them. (& vice versa)
Variable names must be alphanumeric characters starting with a letter
or underscore. (Case is significant)
Variables do not need to be declared before use but it is important to
declare local variables in a function to avoid overwriting global
variables of the same name!
aVariable = "HAL";
function eliminateDave () // Function to keep HAL happy
{
var aVariable = "Dave";
eliminate(aVariable);
}

Operators & Expressions
The following operators and expressions are valid in JavaScript, just as they
are in the C programming language.
❍

x = a + (b - 2001 * (c % 2)) / 10.1
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❍

x++; x--; y = ++x; y = x--; x += 2001 etc.

❍

(x && y); (x || y); y = !x;

Comparisons & Conditional Statements
The following are valid in JavaScript, just as they are in the C programming
language.
❍

if (x > 2001){ ... }
else if (x < 2001){ ... }
else { ... }

❍

result = (x > 2001) ? ( ... ) : ( ... );

❍

x >= y; x <= y; x > y; x < y; x == y; x != y

❍

Early versions of JavaScipt do not support C's switch() statement.

❍

Unlike in C, you can compare strings using the comparison operators.
if (name < "D")
{ alert("Your name comes before Dave's alphabetically"); }

Loops
The following are valid in JavaScript, just as they are in the C programming
language.
❍

var year=0;
while (year < 2001) { ...; year++; }

❍

for (year=0; year < 2001; year++) { ... }

❍

break; continue;

❍

Also see for ... in loops.

Functions
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❍

JavaScript function definitions are made using the function keyword.

❍

JavaScript function definitions do not include the return type.

❍

Sample function definitions
function blah() { ... }
function bloo(myVar) { ... }
function blod(myVar1, myVar2) { return myVar1 +
myVar2; }

❍

Functions are called using C syntax:
machineName = blod("Hal",
"9000");

❍

❍

Remember to declare local variables to avoid over-writing globals!
Functions can be assigned to variables. (The variable is a reference to
the function)
function eliminateHAL() { ... }
function singToHAL() { ... }
function doSomethingDave()
{
var action;
if (misbehave(HAL)) { action = eliminateHAL; }
else { action = singToHAL; }
return action;
}
thingToDo = doSomethingDave();
thingToDo();
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Arrays
❍

JavaScript has some pre-defined arrays:
■
■
■

browser history list
current document list of hyper links
list of frames in the current window

❍

You cannot (strictly speaking) create your own JavaScript arrays

❍

Array indices begin at 0.

❍

Arrays are indexed using square brackets [ and ].

❍

❍

Arrays have a read only length property which holds the size of the
array.
Sample array access:
for (var i = 0; i < document.links.length; i++)
{ link = document.links[i]; }

Objects
❍

❍

❍

JavaScript is not truly object oriented.
JavaScript "objects" contain data parts (properties) and functions
(methods).
Creating a JavaScript Object
Create a constructor function with the same name as the object type.
The constructor can have any number of arguments.
Constructors return no result.
Constructors are responsible for defining the data and method
members of an object.
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function spaceShip(name, captainName, numberOfEngines)
{
this.shipName = name;
this.pilotName = captainName;
this.engines = numberOfEngines;
}
Remember that variables can be references to functions too!
Call the new operator to create instances of the object.
discovery = new spaceShip("Discovery", "Dave", 1);
enterprise = new spaceShip("Enterprise", "Kirk", 3);

❍

Accessing Object Members
Access works just like access to a C struct's fields.
discovery.engines = 0; // Discovery's engine is not
operational
enterprise.shipName = "klingonStarshipOne"; // Klingons
hijack the Enterprise

❍

❍

JavaScript objects are really just arrays indexed by strings (rather than
integers).
A special for ... in loop runs through the properties of an object in the
order they were created.
var prop; for (prop in discovery) { thePropHolder =
discovery[prop]; }

Some Web based Information:
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Lloyd's JavaScript reference.
Netscape JavaScript reference.

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

JavaScript is a full featured programming language, with a syntax
reminiscent of C.
JavaScript is, however, weakly typed and has limited support for ObjectOriented programming.
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CSE3325 : Javascript, Part 3
In the previous lecture:
●

Javascript Syntax summary

In this lecture:
●

Working with JavaScript: objects, and events.

Reference:
Same as the previous lecture:
●

●

●

●

●

Flanagan, D. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
2nd edn, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
Stein, L.D. How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site
2nd edn, Addison Wesley 1997, Chpt10.
Goodman, D. Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.

It is essential that one or more of these texts, or some other reference (eg.
the WWW) be consulted on this topic.
This page is a summary only of a few important JavaScript language features
after Stein. It is not intended to be a comprehensive explanation of
JavaScript.

Using JavaScript
1. Insert JavaScript code between <SCRIPT> and </SCRIPT> tags to be run as
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the document is loaded.
❍

❍

NB: Functions embedded between these tags are only executed when
called.
Use the LANGUAGE attribute to explicitly set the scripting language to
be used.
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
// ...JavaScript Src...
</SCRIPT>
or
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript1.1">
// ...JavaScript Source for Nav3.0+...
</SCRIPT>

2. Use the <SCRIPT> and </SCRIPT> tags to reference a JavaScript .js file
❍

❍

❍

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript1.1" SRC="blah/blah/
myJavaScriptFile.js">
</SCRIPT>
The JavaScript file is just JavaScript source! (No HTML <SCRIPT> or </
SCRIPT> tags thankyou very much!)
To make this work, the web server must be configured to export the
JavaScript file with the correct MIME-type: "application/x-javascript".

3. Define event handlers
❍

❍

❍

Event handlers are routines which are executed when the user
(usually) performs some action, for example clicking on a button or
selecting a text entry box.
The routine daisy discussed in a previous lecture was an example of an
event handler. (It was called when the Panic Button was clicked).
Event handlers may be attached to objects defined by HTML, through
the addition of new tag attributes introduced for this purpose.
Object

Supported Event Handlers
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Area

onClick()1 onMouseOut() onMouseOver()

Button

onBlur()2 onClick() onFocus()2

Checkbox

onBlur()2 onClick() onFocus()2

FileUpload onBlur() onChange() onFocus()
Form

onReset() onSubmit()

Frame

onLoad() onUnload()

Image

onAbort() onError() onLoad()

Link

onClick() onMouseOut() onMouseOver()

Radio

onBlur()2 onClick() onFocus()2

Reset

onBlur()2 onClick() onFocus()2

Select

onBlur()2 onChange() onFocus()2

Submit

onBlur()2 onClick() onFocus()2

Text

onBlur() onChange() onFocus()

Textarea

onBlur() onChange() onFocus()

Window

onBlur() onError() onFocus() onLoad() onUnload
()

1 - Not supported Navigator3.0 under Windows
2 - Not supported Navigator3.0 under Unix

4. Define Timer Events
❍

❍

❍

❍

Events maybe triggered at timeouts.
Call setTimeout() to specify that a timer event will occur after a
specified number of milliseconds have elapsed.
setTimeout("closePodBayDoorsHAL();", 10000) // Call routine
in 10 sec.
To make a timeout event recur (as you'd do to create an animation)...
function animate() { changeImage(); setTimeout("animate
();", 500); }

❍

Timeouts can be cancelled: clearTimeout()
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JavaScript Windows
●

●

JavaScript is intended largely for manipulating the contents of the browser.
The currently active browser window is represented in JavaScript by a
window object. This is the object which is implicitly accessed when a
window event handler is used. (Such as the alert handler)
alert("Danger Will Robinson!");

●

You can explicitly access the window object through a reference to it called
window or self. These are actually properties of the real window object
(which has no name).
window.alert("Danger Will Robinson!");

●

Window objects accessible properties...
Property

Description

defaultStatus The default text displayed in the browser status bar
status

The transient text displayed in the browser status
bar

history

The array of visited URL's

location

The window's URL

frames

The array of frames in the current window

name

The window's name

document

The document contained within the window

JavaScript Object Hierarchy
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●

●

●

●

Beneath the JavaScript window object is a hierarchy of other objects, each
with their own properties and methods.
Each object is a property of its container.
If an object has a name (eg. a form may have a name) this object may be
referred to by its name.
We will meet this hierarchy again when we discuss the (Document Object
Model) DOM of which it and JavaScript are a part.

JavaScript Examples
These simple examples illustrate some of the ways JavaScript can be used. From
simple building blocks, medium programs can be built for all kinds of purposes.
●

Move the mouse over this link and look down at the status bar!

●

Let's go...
Back Into The Past

●

●

Try this wonderful link back to the top of the page so that you can read all
this stuff again... but not before being asked if you really want to do so!
The current window location can be found using JavaScript and written into
the document source as it loads! (As can a lot of other stuff actually.)
❍

The current location is:
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●

❍

The current document protocol is: http:

❍

The current host is: www.csse.monash.edu.au

❍

The current document path is: /~cema/courses/CSE3325/lect17.html

Let's go...
Somewhere Interesting

What's so interesting about that?
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

Want to see the source code Dave?
use of prompt() to fetch a URL
window.open()
onLoad()
fetching the current date and time
setTimeout()
use of new Array()
document image source access
animation
setting text entry box value
window.close()

Web Examples:
●
●

Snake game
Towers of Hanoi in JavaScript

This lecture's key point(s):
●
●
●

JavaScript event model
Document Object Model (more on this later)
Manipulating Windows
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CSE3325 / Peer assessment

Peer assessment login
The time
according to
your
computer* is
Wed Feb 20
02:47:24
GMT-0800
(Pacific
Standard
Time) 2008
TIMELY SUBMISSION:
Opens: Mon April 2 ~09:00:00 2006
Closes: Thu April 5 23:59:59 2006
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* Submission
dates and
times are
monitored by
the webserver's clock
here in
Melbourne,
Australia (not
the clock on
your local
computer).
Malaysian
students,
please get in
early to make
allowances for
this!

CSE3325 / Peer assessment

(EXTRA) LATE SUBMISSION:
Penalty=10% of your assignment mark from the late
submission time onwards, and a further 10% for
each extra 24 hours.
Opens: Fri April 6 00:00:00 2006
Closes: Thu April 12 23:00:00 2006 (11pm sharp)

All CSE2325/3325 students must complete this peer-assessment task.
Please read and follow these instructions carefully.
1. Please allow at least two hours to complete this task properly.
❍ You may take as long as you like over the task, there is no time-limit
once you have begun.
❍ Please be patient when downloading a web page for assessment.
Remember that others will need to download yours too! (However feel
free to penalize groups who misuse hi-resolution images etc.)
2. Once you click BEGIN below, you must complete the task by clicking SUBMIT
on the form which appears.
3. You will not be able to re-submit or change data after submission.
4. Submissions will be recorded along with the current AUTHCATE username.
Please make sure this is you or somebody else may receive credit for your
work. (Quit your browser and re-login if you are not certain)
5. Please make sure you are running the Firefox web browser (not Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator) as required.
6. Submissions may be recalled by the lecturer.
7. Satisfactory completion of this task is a hurdle requirement for the course.
When you are ready you may BEGIN.

CSE2325/3325 Courseware | Assignments
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CSE3325: Forms & CGI
In the previous lecture:
●

Javascript Object Model

In this lecture:
●

Working with server scripts

●

Using forms to supply data

Reference:
●

Stein, L.D.: How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site, 2nd edn, Addison
Wesley 1997, Chpter 8.

What are scripts?
●

●

●

●

●

Scripts are external programs run by a server in response to a request from
a web browser.
Scripts may accept input parameters from a web browser along with the
request to be executed.
Scripts may return output to be displayed in the browser.
Scripts running on a web server add to the WWW the ability to synthesize
responses to changing conditions... they add a dynamic aspect to the web.
Scripts can be written in any langauge, interpretted (eg. PERL) or compiled
(eg. C).
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Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
●

●

CGI is an interface or gateway between server and script.
A gateway may link between the web server and a database search engine
for example.

●

CGI compliant scripts will run on CGI compliant servers.

●

Servers running on Unix, VMS, OS / 2, Windows NT / 95 are CGI compliant.

●

●

●

Old Macintosh web servers (pre OS-X) are not CGI compliant but simple
measures allowed scripts to run on them. Current Macintoshes running OS-X
may also run the Apache web server which is CGI compliant.
Many scripts are front ends to UNIX programs (such as emailers and text
search engines) and so, even though the script itself may run on a non-Unix
machine, the back end program doing the work may not run (or even exist)!
Have a look at FastCGI for an alternative that extends and enhances the CGI
model:
●

●

Enables applications to persist between client requests,
eliminating application start up overhead and allowing the
application to maintain state between client calls.
Enables applications to reside on remote systems (rather than
having to reside on the same system as the Web server)

A Few Examples
●

A counter telling me that I have re-loaded this page
14 Sept 98.

●

The interface on the Yellow Pages website.

●

The php web site.
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Identifying Requests to Execute Scripts
●

●

When a user requests a URL pointing to a script, the server executes the
script.
The server can identify the URL as a script rather than a document to be
retrieved by
❍

the directory the URL indicates (frequently .../cgi-bin or a subdirectory)
James, how long until the <A HREF="/cgi-bin/bombTimer">
bomb detonates? </A>

❍

a unique file extension (frequently .cgi)
James, how long until the <A HREF="blah/bombTimer.cgi">
bomb detonates? </A>

●

●

●

Frequently, scripts are authorized and installed by the system administrator
to prevent malicious, careless or ignorant folk from installing programs which
may breach security.
Scripts may be run under a special username (eg. www) with no special
priveleges. This may help prevent inadvertent or malicious damage.
Scripts may be run within a wrapper as the user who owns the script. Special
security checks ensure the server's security is not compromised (cgiwrap
and cgiwrapd - see below for examples).

Passing 'Hard Coded' Parameters to Scripts
●

Parameters may be passed to a script directly through the URL.
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/search?James%20Bond">Where is 007?</A>

●

The ? is appended to the URL and precedes the query string which
constitutes the argument list passed to the script.

●

The %20 escapes the space character in the search string.

●

Query strings usually (not necessarily) fall into one of two formats:
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❍

Keyword list in the form:
value1+value2+value3+...
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/search?Secret+Agent+James+Bond">
Where is 007?
</A>
This format is often used for scripts which do word searches.

❍

Named parameter list in the form:
name1=value1&name2=value2&name3=value3...
<A HREF = "/cgi-bin/search?job=Secret%
20Agent&name1=James&name2=Bond">
Where is 007?
</A>
This format is useful for complex data where various options may or
may not be specified depending on conditions and a name must be
associated with each datum to determine its meaning.

●

Path information (such as the path to a file to be searched by a script) may
be incorporated into the URL of a script by appending it to the URL.
.../cgi-bin/bombTimer/james0/bombFiles/bomb.txt
After the server has decoded the URL of the script, the additional path
information is passed to the script. (The ? and a query string may be
appended following the additional path information as usual.)

Passing User - Specified Parameters to Scripts
●

●

User input may be gathered using fill-out forms containing text entry boxes,
radio buttons etc.
Scripts may create their own fill out forms...
1. Script is called without parameters
2. Script requires parameters so it creates an input document which is
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despatched to the browser.
3. User enters required data to input document and submits it.
4. Browser calls the script, passing it the contents of the input document
as parameters.
5. Script processes data and returns result.

●

A custom interface may be written to such scripts by creating a fill out form
which collects the necessary data and sends it to the script as parameters
directly.

Have a look at the interface to the Altavista search engine.
(Have a look at a query in the browser's URL entry box)

Front End to Named Parameter List Scripts
Secret agent name:
Which secret device do you want for your mission?
Submersible BMW
Fountain pen machine gun
Vodka & martini
Waterproof dinner suit
Anti-radar bowtie
Beautiful brunette woman
Beautiful blonde woman

How many of this secret device did you destroy last mission? 0
Do you promise not to destroy any more of these devices? Yes

Secret agent password:
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Transmit Order to HQ

Eat Order

Here's some of the HTML...
<FORM ACTION="/cgi-bin/order_toys" METHOD=POST >
<P>Secret Agent Name:
< INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="name">
...
<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Transmit Order to HQ">
< INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Eat Order">
< /FORM>
●

●

●

The form is marked by <FORM> tags...
The ACTION attribute tells the browser where to send the submitted
parameters.
The METHOD attribute specifies the means by which the browser submits
information to the script. This can be one of two request methods
implemented in HTTP (see Stein p47 for further details):
1. The GET command
tells the server to return an entire document to the browser. This is the
command most commonly used when retrieving data from the web. A
script call using GET is made by appending the query string to the
script's URL.
In some cases, the URL may be truncated to 255 characters - do not
use the GET method if you have a lot of parameters to pass or some of
the information may not get through to the script.
2. The POST command
tells the server to treat a document as an executable and pass it some
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information. Using this method the parameters are transmitted
between server and client along a communications channel opened
especially.
The POST method does not suffer from the "truncation problem".
A well written script should handle both POST and GET submissions.
●

●

●

●

●

The INPUT tags denote form elements (text entry boxes, push buttons etc)
The INPUT tag of type="submit" is a button which places the form data into
a named parameter list. The parameter names are the names of the form
elements, their values are the values of the respective input elements.
The INPUT tag of type="reset" is a button which... I wonder!?
Check out the document source to see how some of the other elements are
described. There are more besides! (Refer to an HTML guide)
Netscape recognizes an ACTION attribute:
<FORM ACTION = "mailto:fox.mulder@fbi.org" METHOD = POST>
No prizes for guessing that on submission, this mails the contents of the
form to the address given.

Remember Clickable Image Maps?
●

●

Originally clickable image maps were implemented using CGI scripts.
The user clicked on an image, the x,y coordinates of the click were sent to a
script which read them and returned a URL which was then sent to the web
browser which sent the URL back to the server which returned the requested
document.

●

No wonder servers began incorporating the functionality of these scripts!

●

... a scheme which was further accelerated by the client side image map!
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CGI Magic
So you see how simple all this CGI script stuff is... here's a reallysimple CGI
script written in C...
main(int argc, char **argv)
{
printf("Content-type: text/html\n"); // tell server MIME
type of returned doc.
printf("\n");
// blank line
printf("<HEAD><TITLE><BR>\n');
// output HTML header
info.
printf("Echo Script Response<BR>\n");
printf("</TITLE></HEAD><BR>\n");
printf("<BODY>\n<P>\n");
// output HTML body
echoing the
printf("%s", getenv("QUERY_STRING"));// environment variable
QUERY_STRING
printf("</BODY>\n");
}
❍

❍

❍

The above script echoes the input sent to it.
The script receives its input in the environment variable
QUERY_STRING after submission from a form using METHOD=GET.
The PATH_INFO environment variable contains any path information
appended to the the URL.

Let's call the script using this fill out form and cgi-wrap...
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Your favourite film or TV show:
Your favourite Sci-Fi film or TV show?
2001
2010
X-Files
Star Trek
Star Wars
Buck Rogers
Battle Star Galacticca

Do you watch Xena? Yes

No

Do you watch South Park? Yes

No

What is you bank account PIN number?

Submit

Clear

Let's call the same script again (from the same form) but this time, the
ACTION attribute of the FORM tag will call the script via cgi-wrapd...

Your favourite film or TV show:
Your favourite Sci-Fi film or TV show?
2001
2010
X-Files
Star Trek
Star Wars
Buck Rogers
Battle Star Galacticca

Do you watch Xena? Yes

No

Do you watch South Park? Yes

No
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What is you bank account PIN number?

Submit

Clear

An additional note for completeness...
Parameters can be read into a C program where the form applies the POST
method, like this (see the Stanford site from which this info. originates for
details):
"The POST query string is encoded in precisely the same form as the GET
query string, but instead of being passed in the URL and read into the
QUERY_STRING variable, it is given to the CGI program as standard input,
which you can thus read using ANSI functions or regular character reading
functions. The only quirk is that the server will not send EOF at the end of
the data. Instead, the size of the string is passed in the environment
variable CONTENT_LENGTH, which can be accessed using the normal stdlib.
h function:"
char *value;
int length;
value = getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH");
sscanf(value, "%d", &length);

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

CGI defines a standard way to transfer information from the client-side
(Browser) to the server.
Forms provide standard data entry and selection widgets for users to submit
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●

data.
CGI scripts can generate dynamic or query specific web pages 'on the fly'
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CSE3325: CGI Scripts & Perl
In the previous lecture:
●

Working with server scripts

●

Using forms to supply data

In this lecture:
●

Writing Server Scripts

●

The Perl programming Language

References:
●

●

●

●

Stein, L.D.: How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site 2nd edn, Addison Wesley
1997, Chpt9.
Wall, Larry, Tom Christiansen & Randal L. Schwartz: Programming Perl, 2nd edn.,
O'Reilly and Associates, Inc., 1996 (the 'Camel' book).
It is essential that some reference other than the above (eg. the WWW) be
consulted on this topic, particularly in learning elementary Perl.
It is not necessary that you become a proficient Perl programmer, but an
understanding of the basic syntax is required.

Limitations
1. Communication between script and user is indirect.
❍
❍

Scripts can only send documents to users in response to a request.
Users can only send documents containing parameters to scripts.

2. HTTP is a stateless protocol.
❍
❍

Scripts are run anew each time.
Information about the previous knowledge / state of the caller is not retained
by the server (but it can be stored on the client side).
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3. Scripts can be written in a language which is:
❍
❍

Compiled
Interpretted

The Content Type Field
Revise the CGI example in lecture 18.
●

●

Each document returned by a script has a MIME type which must be specified by
the script as it returns the document.
The MIME type for an HTML document must be formatted as follows:
Content-type: text/html
This must be followed by a carriage return / linefeed "/r/n" before the remaining
HTML code for the document is output. In most cases a single newline "/n"
character will suffice but this does not strictly adhere to the CGI protocol.

●

The script receives its parameters via environment variables.

The Location Field
●

●

Instead of synthesizing a document and despatching it to the client, a script might
just intelligently send the browser to one of several existing documents.
A script can send the browser to an existing document
Location: http://www.some.site.com/some/path.html
...followed by a blank line as before. The location field replaces the Content-type
field discussed above.

●

Upon receipt of this header, the browser will fetch the indicated URL.
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Perl
Many CGI scripts are written in Perl.
Well then? What are you waiting for? Please tell me about Perl Syntax.
(Take the link to the lecture material on Perl Syntax before you try to decipher the
examples below.)

A Calendar Script

#!/usr/bin/perl
# A calendar script
$CAL = '/usr/bin/cal';
$YEAR = 2001;
# fetch the text of the calendar using the unix cal command
# and chop off the newline character at the end of the returned string
chop($calendar_text = `$CAL $YEAR`);
#print the output html document
print <<END
Content-type: text/html
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>HAL's Calendar</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="#ffffff" text="#000000">
<BR>
<B>Hi Dave!</B>
<BR>
Here's the calendar you requested.
<BR>
Love HAL.
<PRE>
$calendar_text
</PRE>
<A HREF="~aland/notes/lect18.html">lecture 18</A>
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</BODY>
</HTML>
END

Run the calendar script.

Random Location Script

#!/usr/monash/bin/perl
# randomFile.pl
$FILE_DIRECTORY = 'http://www.cs.monash.edu.au/~aland/notes/randomFiles';
$MAXIMUM = 1000;
$NUMBER_OF_FILES = 3;
#set random seed and select a random file name
srand(time);
$number = int(rand($MAXIMUM));
$number = $number % $NUMBER_OF_FILES;
#return the location of this file to the browser
print "Location: $FILE_DIRECTORY/file$number.html\n\n";

Run the random file script.

Print Environment Variables Script
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#!/usr/monash/bin/perl
# print environment variables
&print_HTTP_header;
&print_head;
&print_body;
&print_tail;
# ---- print the HTTP content-type header
# ---sub print_HTTP_header
{
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n";
}
# ---- print HTML stuff at head
sub print_head
{
print <<END;
<HTML><HEAD>
<TITLE>Environment Variables</TITLE>
<BODY bgcolor="#ffffff" text="#000000">
<H4>Environment Variables</H4>
END
}
# ---- loop through env var's and print them
# ---sub print_body
{
foreach $env_var (sort keys %ENV)
{
print "<STRONG>$env_var:</STRONG> $ENV{$env_var}<BR>\n";
}
}
# ---- print HTML stuff at tail
# ---sub print_tail
{
print "<BR><BR>";
print "<A HREF = \"/~aland/notes/lect18.html\">lecture 18</A>";
print "</BODY></HTML>";
}
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Run the print environment variables script.
Here is the HTML SRC for the call:
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/~aland/printenv.pl/some/path/stuff
?some+query+stuff">
Note the extra path info and the query string.

This lecture's key point(s):
●

The browser client may send information to the server via CGI

●

Perl is a popular language for CGI programming

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Perl Programming
In the previous lecture:
●

CGI programming

●

Some basic Perl Scripts

In this lecture:
●

Perl Syntax overview

●

CGI.pm introduction

References:
●

●

●

●

Stein, L.D.: How To Set Up and Maintain a Web Site 2nd edn, Addison Wesley 1997, Chpt9.
Wall, Larry, Tom Christiansen & Randal L. Schwartz: Programming Perl, 2nd edn., O'Reilly and
Associates, Inc., 1996 (the 'Camel' book).
It is essential that some reference other than the above (eg. the WWW) be consulted on this
topic, particularly in learning elementary Perl.
It is not necessary that you become a proficient Perl programmer, but an understanding of the
basic syntax is required.

Perl at light speed
●

●

●

●

Perl - Practical Extraction and Report Language (Affectionately: Pathologically Eclectic Rubbish
Lister)
Perl is an interpretted language which is compiled by the interpretter before execution. (This
speeds up execution because the code is not interpretted during execution.)
Perl is a powerful, sometimes messy, programming language, a bit of a hacker's dream... good
at many of the things that C makes very difficult or impossible.
Perl has very advanced string processing and manipulation facilities — imagine the best features
of csh, awk and sed all rolled into one and you begin to see the world of Perl.

Datatypes & Variables
●

$variable a scalar variable
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❍

●

@variable an array (a list indexed by integers)
❍

❍
❍
❍
❍

●

$variable[0][0] = 4;
First element of @variable is assigned 4.
The $ prefix indicates the type of element stored.
Braces [ ] [] used to access regular array.
@list = ('cat', 'dog', 'pig'); print $list[1]; – prints "dog"

%variable an associative array (a list indexed by strings)
❍

❍
❍
❍

●

$variable = 3;

$variable{'string'} = 4; OR
$variable{ string } = 4;
'string' element of %variable is assigned 4.
The $ prefix indicates the type of element stored.
Braces used to access associative array.

Strings, integers and floating point values may be interconverted as necessary as Perl is not strict
with types.
$x = "7" * 2.0 + 3;

●

Lists can be assigned to associative arrays, the even-numbered elements become keys / indices
and the odd-numbered elements become their values.
%ROMAN_TO_ARABIC = ('I',1,'II',2,'III',3,'IV',4,'V',5);
or in Perl v5 where => is a synonym for a comma (,)
%ROMAN_TO_ARABIC = ('I'=>1,'II'=>2,'III'=>3,'IV'=>4,'V'=>5);

●

Built in associative array %ENV holds the current environment variables.
eg. $ENV{PATH} and $ENV{HOME}

Input and Output
●

open(INPUT, "<$fileName");
Associate the file whose name is in $fileName with the file handle INPUT and attempt to open it
for reading.

●

$variable = <FILEHANDLE>;
Grab a line from the file indicated by filehandle and put it in the variable.

●

$variable = <>;
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Grab a line from standard input (the default filehandle).
●

<>;
A line from standard input is placed in the magic variable $_ which stores the result of the most
recent operation.

●

while (<>) {
print;
}
while (<>) {
print $_;
}
while ($line = <>) {
print $line;
}
The three examples above all do the same thing. A line from the default input stream (STDIN) is
placed in the magic variable $_ which stores the result of the most recent operation. While a line
is successfully retrieved, print from the default variable ($_) to the default output stream
(STDOUT).

●

print $variable;

●

●

Print the contents of the variable
●

$model = 9000
print "Hi Dave! There's no way to get rid of your HAL $model!\n";
Print the contents of the text string, evaluating the variable $model.

●

print <<LABEL
Text that appears here will be printed out
with line breaks until the text LABEL is reached.
Variables (variable = $variable) will also be evaluated.
LABEL

●

open(OUTPUT, ">$fileName")
Associate the file whose name is in $fileName with the file handle OUTPUT and attempt to open it
for writing.

Expressions
●

$var = 4;

●

$var++;

●

$var += 4;

●

if (EXPR) { ... } elsif { ... } else { ... } # note elsif NOT elseif
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●

if (($var >= 4) || ($var < 0))

Functions / Subroutines
Functions are declared and called as illustrated by this simple example.

#!/usr/monash/bin/perl -w
$val1 = 7;
$val2 = 9;
$answer = &maximum($val1, $val2);
print "answer = $answer\n";
sub maximum
{
my ($arg1, $arg2) = @_;

# assign global $answer to maximum of 9 and 7
# use the '&' symbol to call a function
# print the value of $answer
# define a subroutine maximum
# receive the arguments passed in through @_
# and place them in the local variables $arg1

& 2
my ($result);

# declare a local variable $result

if ($arg1 >= $arg2)
{ $result = $arg1; }
else
{ $result = $arg2; }
return $result;

# return $result

}

A more complex example (from the Camel book):
Suppose we have a list of student names and their assignment scores:
Noel 25
Ben 76
Clementine 49
Norm 66
Chris 92
Doug 42
Carol 25
Ben 12
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Clementine 0
Norm 66
Ben 9

Consider the following Perl program:

#!/usr/monash/bin/perl -w
open (GRADES, "grades") or die "Can't open grades: $!\n";
while ($line = <GRADES>) {
($student, $grade) = split(" ", $line);
$grades{$student} .= $grade . " ";
}
foreach $student (sort keys %grades) {
$scores = 0;
$total = 0;
@grades = split(" ", $grades{$student});
foreach $grade (@grades) {
$total += $grade;
$scores++;
}
$average = $total / $scores;
print "$student: $grades{$student}\tAverage: $average\n";
}

Run the program on your local account and look at the results. Modify the script so the results are
displayed on a web page via CGI.

CGI.pm
●

CGI.pm is a Perl Module specifically designed for writing CGI scripts with Perl.

●

It makes it easy to design web fill-out forms and dynamically created HTML

●

It also has advanced features such as support for file uploads, cookies, cascading style sheets
(CSS), server push and frames.

Example:
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#!/usr/monash/bin/perl
use CGI qw(:standard);
print header;
print start_html('A Simple Example'),
h1('A Simple Example'),
start_form,
"What's your name? ",textfield('name'),
p,
"What's the combination?",
p,
checkbox_group(-name=>'words',
-values=>['eenie':'meenie','minie','moe'],
-defaults=>['eenie':'minie']),
p,
"What's your favorite color? ",
popup_menu(-name=>'color',
-values=>['red':'green','blue','chartreuse']),
p,
submit,
end_form,
hr;
if (param()) {
print
"Your name is",em(param('name')),
p,
"The keywords are: ",em(join(", ",param('words'))),
p,
"Your favorite color is ",em(param('color')),
hr;
}
print end_html;

#!/usr/local/bin/perl
use CGI qw/:standard/;
print header(),
start_html(-title=>'Wow!'),
h1('Wow!'),
'Look Ma, no hands!',
end_html();
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style" where its routines are brought into the
standard namespace.
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#!/usr/local/bin/perl
use CGI;
$q = new CGI;
print $q->header(),
$q->start_html(-title=>'Wow!'),
$q->h1('Wow!'),
'Look Ma, no hands!',
$q->end_html();

This code uses the cgi module in "object
oriented style" where its routines are accessed
through an "object" (CGI).

For more information see: http://stein.cshl.org/WWW/CGI/.

Where to find more:
This Page of Perl Pearls is only the bare minimum required to understand the examples given in
lectures.
Please read a book or website on Perl to become more familiar with the language. Above all, practice
writing a few Perl scripts!
Perl web sites:
●
●

●
●

www.perl.com - a good place to start to find out about Perl
CPAN - Comprehensive Perl Archive Network: a huge collection of Perl modules, scripts and
documentation, the place for Perl software.
www.perl.org - News and information about Perl.
www.macperl.com - Perl port for the Macintosh (yes, there's a windoz port too).

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

Perl can do a lot of things, many seem like magic. There is an old saying: Any technology
sufficiently advanced is indistinguishable from a Perl script.
Remember also the Perl motto: TMTOWTDI (There's more than one way to do it)!

CSE3325 courseware | CSE3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Sound
In the previous lecture:
●

Discussion of editorial style for conveying information using online prose.

In this lecture:
●
●
●

What are the different attributes of sound?
How is sound stored digitally?
How may sound be employed effectively in multimedia production?

References:
There are many good books on electronic sound and music... most of them have
nothing to do with the WWW! This area is so vast that it is ridiculous to pretend
that a single lecture can do any more than scratch the surface. I suggest you head
to the library and start reading anything on the subject which takes your interest!
Roads, C. "The Computer Music Tutorial", MIT Press 1996
...is however an excellent general text on the subject of computers and music!

The Attributes of Sound

This material relies heavily on
examples played during the lecture.
Of course you were there so you

●

Pitch

●

Timbre

●

Duration

●

Loudness (Dynamics)

●

Attack - Decay
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knew that!

Pitch
●

●

Relative 'highness' or 'lowness' of a sound measured against a standard scale
(high tone, lower tone)
High pitched tones (jet engine whine) perceived by the ear are high
frequency oscillations of the air

●

Low pitched tones (thunder) are low frequency oscillations of the air

●

Audible frequency range is ~20Hz - 20,000Hz

Timbre
●

●

●

●

●

●

Tone quality or colour
Used to determine (for example) the difference between a tone played by a
bell and a tone played on a trumpet.
Timbre is created by the kind and number of overtones.
The tone heard as pitch is called the fundamental tone or the first harmonic
of a sound.
Overtones are additional tones of higher pitch than, and superposed over,
the fundamental tone.
Rich, full sounds (violin, voice) have many overtones, pure, thin sounds
(flute, triangle) have few overtones.
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frequency spectrum of pitch
C4
sin wave tone

frequency spectrum of pitch
C4
square wave tone

(note the fundamental)

(fundamental + overtones)

Duration
●

Length of time a sound event occupies

●

Short sound event (door slam)

●

Long sound event (fog horn)

Loudness (Dynamics)
●

Perceived intensity of a sound event

●

Loud sound event (thunder)

●

Soft sound event (termite eating your chair)

●

The dynamics of sound event are the variations of its perceived intensity.
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Attack - Decay
●

Combination of dynamics & duration

Simple model:
●

●

●

●

Attack time - time taken for a sound to reach a (maximum) level of
loudness.
Sustain time - time sound remains at a constant level (often maximal).
Decay time - time taken for sound to fall from sustained loudness to zero
loudness.
Attack / Sustain / Decay defines a sound envelope.

More completely specified envelope (ADSR):

Different sounds have different envelopes:
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●

The envelope of the sounds produced by some instruments may be
controlled by the musician (eg. trumpet, violin, flute)

●

A jet engine and a car passing in the street have gradual attacks and decays.

●

A pedestrian-crossing click and a hand clap have rapid attacks and decays.

●

A bass drum has a rapid attack and a gradual decay.

●

Can you think of a sound with a gradual attack and a rapid decay?

Digital Audio
●

●

Analogue sound vibrations are continuous pressure waves.
Digital storage of sound vibrations requires sampling the wave at regular
intervals to record its amplitude.

●

Sampling rate: number of samples per second

●

Common sampling rates: 11.025kHz, 22.05kHz, 44.1kHz

●

Sounds captured at high sampling rates
❍
❍

High storage costs
High quality

...and vice versa!
●

●

Number of bits to encode the amplitude of a sound sample also determines
how accurately the wave will be represented. (To record a high frequency
sound, you need to sample the rapidly oscillating wave often.)
Common bits per sample: 8, 12, 16
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Fig 1: Spoken 'hello' waveform
(8 bits per sample, 22kHz sampling rate)

Fig 2: Close-up of spoken 'h...'

Fig 3: Extreme close-up of 'h...'
●

The dots in fig 3 are individual samples

●

Lots of dots per second = high sampling rate

●

Lots of different dot heights requires lots of bits per sample. (eg. 8 bits store
256 different heights)

Music, Sound or Noise?
●

Noise is sound that bothers you.

●

Sound is not necessarily noise that doesn't bother you!

●

Music is sound you listen to on a recording or at a performance.
❍

❍

Musicality concerns the role sound plays rather than being an attribute
of the sound itself.
Not everyone wants to listen to the same sounds...
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❍

What is music to you in one circumstance is noise to you in another
(and is always noise to your neighbours)

●

Not everyone agrees on these definitions. I might not like them myself
tomorrow!

Sound, Little Images and Big Images
●

●

Low resolution images (TV screens, Quicktime & MPEG movies) require audio
to enhance / clarify the depicted scenes.
Hi quality audio can (under some circumstances) conflict with low resolution
images.
(How does this relate to sending messages as discussed throughout these lectures?)

●

Low resolution audio can (easily) destroy the impact of hi-resolution images.
(The 'Drive-In' phenomenon... if you actually want to watch the film its better to
visit a modern cinema Unfortunately the quality of IMAX/OMNIMAX film-making
needs improving.)

Sound For Moving Pictures
Literal Sounds: emerge from a sound source to which the sound refers.
●

Dialogue

●

Sound effects

●

●

Source-connected (source on-screen) or source disconnected (source offscreen)
Source-disconnected literal sounds evoke a visual image of the source

Non-literal Sounds: are not intended to convey a literal meaning, nor be
identified with a source.
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●

Music

Source disconnected non-literal sounds do not evoke a visual image of the source.

Descriptive Non-literal Sounds
Sounds can evoke or describe:
Moods (like colours)
● Places
● Times
● Attributes (heavy, rough,
cold)
● And more!

What do these
sound like?

●

●
●
●
●
●

Infinity
Rough
Sharp
Soft
Hot

●
●
●
●
●

Icy
Heavy
Squishy
Solemn
Potato

Recording Sounds
●

Sounds can be recorded using direct to digital means (PC, mini-disk, DAT,
Digital video tape etc.) or analogue means (tape recorder).

●

Use a good microphone

●

Eliminate / avoid background noise where possible (eg. record in a studio)

●

Record source material at the highest sampling rate where appropriate

●

Record source material at the highest possible level without clipping.

●

The creation and recording of sounds in a studio as video/film footage plays
is known as foley.
(E.g. Foley artists place footsteps, slam or knock on doors, drum fingers etc. where
this information was impossible to record well in the field.)

●

Improvise with sound effects...
pop paper bags, tap pencils, break glasses, crumple plastic bags, strike
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matches, wobble cardboard... there's no shortage of sound creating
paraphernalia!

Sounds for Interfaces
●

Sound attracts attention independent of the user's current visual focus

●

Sound can confirm an operation

●

Sound can alert a user to a special event (eg. error, completion of
computation...)

●

Sound cannot be localized to an event on screen

●

Sound must be accompanied by a visual cue.

●

●

Sound must be approximately synchronized with a visual event (not
delayed).
Choose sound attributes to suit purpose.
(Eg. Siren is not much use to indicate a normal keystroke when typing. A
quiet 'click' is useless as a reactor meltdown warning!)

●

Be consistent (always!)

Web Sound
Down-loadable audio digital sound files are down-loaded in total by a user
before playback using a helper application.
Common digital audio file format extensions:
●

AIFF (Apple sound file format)

●

AU (Unix / Sun audio file)

●

WAV (Windo$e sound file format)
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●

●

●

Quicktime, MPEG, AVI have both audio and video channels.
MP3 compressed digital audio (lossy) that discards sound data that the ear is
not supposed to be able to hear. This format is taking the recording industry
by storm! Why?
Include a down-loadable sound file in a web page like this
<A HREF="path/mySound.mp3">soundName</A>

Streaming audio digital sound files run in a real-time stream to client. The client
plays as much of the file as possible as it is received.
Format: RA (RealAudio)
●

●

RealAudio files are played by a free 'Real Audio Player' application on the
client machine.
To set up RealAudio to play from your web site:
❍

❍

Turn normal digital audio files into RA files using the free RealAudio
encoder.
Create a metafile containing links to one or more audio files....
pnm://www.domainName.com/mySoundBeep.RA pnm://www.
domainName.com/mySoundBlorp.RA

❍

Call the metafile something (soundsBurp.ram)

❍

Put a link to the metafile in your web page:
<A HREF="path/soundsBurp.ram">Bleep</A>

❍

❍

❍

Speak to the sys-admin and ensure the server is configured to handle
files of extension .ram as being of MIME type 'x-pn-realaudio'
And sadly, just when you were excited: buy the RealAudio server
software $$$
OR happily, install the free personal copy which allows (only) 2
connections at once!
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MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface
●

A protocol for communication between digital musical instruments.

●

A stream of MIDI messages instruct instruments such as synthesizers to:
❍

Play a note of a certain pitch

❍

Play a note on a certain instrument

❍

Stop playing a note

❍

Alter sound parameters (loudness, envelopes, effects etc.)
...and lots more!

A computer can be set up as a software synthesizer to receive and play MIDI messages if
it stores at least General MIDI instrument data. MIDI files are MUCH smaller than digital
audio files because the sound waveforms are stored on the client. Only note information
needs to be sent over the Internet, a considerable saving over sending the entire sound
waveform!

Links
http://www.technomusic.com/
Free MP3 files for techno-heads who love thumping BASS
http://www.realaudio.com/
All that's wrong with commercialization is evident here - just look at the RA player
interface!
http://www.astralwerks.com/
A record company making the most of Real Audio and MP3 to publicize their
material
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This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

●

●

Five major attributes of sound: pitch; timbre; loudness; attack/decay
(envelope) and duration.
Digital sound is an encoding of analgoue air-pressure waves at a certain
sampling frequency.
Sound may be used to improve a user interface but it may also annoy a user
if used inappropriately.
Digital sound files may be distributed via the WWW.
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 5, JavaScript Menu

●

Develop a means of accessing three different pages/images hierarchically
using a hierarchical JavaScript roll-over menu.
*NB the JavaScript menu itself needs to be hierarchical: as you move the
mouse over an element in the menu a sub-hierarchy appears with options
from which the user makes a selection.
(Code the JavaScript yourself, don't use an HTML editor and don't cut and
paste from somewhere else! :-) One day you might need to understand how
this works.)

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Dynamic HTML, Cascading Style Sheets, Document
Object Model
In the previous lecture:
●
●

Attributes of a sound: pitch, duration, timbre, attack/decay and loudness
Sound may be recorded and sampled for storage and playback from
computers

In this lecture:
●
●
●

What are DHTML, CSS and the DOM?
What are they used for?
Why are they so frustrating for programmers and web designers?

References:
●

●

●

Goodman, D., Dynamic HTML, the Definitive Reference, O'Reilly, 1998,
Chpt's 1-3
Holzschlag, M., Web by Design, the Complete Guide, Sybex, 1998, Chpt's 9,
20
Flanagan, D., JavaScript, the Definitive Guide, O'Reilly, 2nd edn, 1997,
Chpt's 1, 14

Dynamic HTML (DHTML)
●

●

There is no Dynamic HTML "standard".
DHTML is a collection of technologies which operate on HTML to make webpages dynamic.
❍

It consists of a scripting language, objects on which the scripts act and
a means for specifying the look of HTML content. These are provided
by JavaScript, the DOM and CSS respectively. Details are provided
below...
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●

DHTML technolgies differ between operating systems, browsers and browser
versions.
This makes it a logistical nightmare to ensure everyone looking at a web
page can experience the dynamic content.

Have a look at the PHP (PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) web page for alternatives to
JavaScript.

Platform-Specific Issues
"Should I have a static page that everyone can look at, or a dynamic
page that only people using a certain platform can experience?"
●

A platform is any hard/soft-ware system forming the basis for product
development.
Developer product

Platform

Operating system

micro-processor

Applications software operating system
Peripheral

hardware & operating system

Website

browser brand, browser version, browser
operating system... yikes!

Strategies for accommodating the mis-matched capabilities of multiple platforms
include...
Page branching
●

●

●

Supply different versions of pages for users with browsers of differing
capabilities.
Users may manually select which pages to view.
Client-side scripting can be used to direct users to the appropriate pages
automatically.
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●

There is an example at Monkey Media (http://www.monkey.com/).

Internal Branching
●

Instead of supplying seperate documents, supply documents with internal
branches to generate appropriate content "on the fly".
e.g. JavaScript code containing the branches...
if
(browser==navigator)
then blah;
else if
(browser==explorer)
then blech;
else blooh;

●

●

●

This strategy will only work for users with DHTML-enabled browsers, but it
can be used to create pages suitable for the different browser brands.
At the start of each document establish a variable which determines the kind
of browser (e.g. Firefox, Navigator or Explorer) into which the page has been
loaded.
Something to think about: How would you check if a browser has JavaScript
installed? (HINT: use JavaScript!)
You could use this to redirect a browser to a JavaScript page where appropriate,
whilst ensuring that a non-JavaScript compliant browser displays conventional
HTML pages.

The Lowest Common Denominator
●

●

●

This method is really tough!
Even though the documentation might say "This feature of X is supported",
chances are that it is supported "in a different way" from browser to browser.
One way to do this is to start creating your pages for an old browser or one
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without many features and hope that the newer browsers will support at
least the features on the one you choose.

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
●

●

●

Style sheets are a means of specifying the style in which a page element is
rendered.
Style sheets maintain separation between the page element rendering style
and its content.
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) Levels 1 and 2 and CSS-P (Cascading Style
Sheets-Positioning) are style sheet specifications.
(The rules laid down by the spec's cascade to allow the resolution of conflicts
between rules which apply to the same HTML element.)

●

●

●

Style sheets may be altered by scripts to change style rules after a page has
loaded.
Style sheets may be used to specify fonts, colours, text alignment, margins
and other aspects of presentation outside the usual features of HTML.
Style sheets may be used to create layers of HTML elements and to position
them at specific locations on the page (no need for complex tables to do
your page layout!)

Style Sheet Examples
This first example employs style sheets inline:
<p style="font-size: 20pt; color:
#FF00FF">Some stylish text</p>

Some stylish text
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This second example employs style sheets across a single document:
<head>
<style type="text/css">
em { background-color: #ffff00;
color: #0000ff }
h1 { font-family: Arial, Helvetica,
sans serif; font-size: 24pt}
p { font-family: Times, serif; fontsize: 18pt }
.codeTextStyle { font-family:
Courier, serif; font-size: 12pt }
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Exciting News!</h1>
<p>Here is something to <em>read</em> on a
rainy day.</p>
<BR><BR>
<span class="codeTextStyle">
for (i=0; i<10; i++)<br />
{ printf("I must not throw stones at
passing cars\n"); }<br />
</span>
</body>

What does this do?
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This third example shows style sheets (that are probably being employed in
several documents) being employed to an entire document:
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="styles.css">
</head>

In the file (styles.css for example) you put everything that would normally fall
between the <style> tags. (Don't put the <style> tags themselves in the style file
though.)
NOTE: Linked styles (from files) are over-ridden by document specific style sheets
(from a document header) which are over-ridden by inline styles (from an XHTML
tag). This "cascade" of specifications gives Cascading Style Sheets its name.
Positioning elements in layers at specific locations on the screen...
<head><title>Positioning Elements</title></head>
<body>
<span style ="position: absolute; top: 30px; left: 60px; zindex: 1">
<img src="images/lect1/drymud.JPG" alt="dry mud" width="300"
height="200" />
</span>
<h1 style="position: absolute; top: 50px; left: 120px; zindex: 2;">
THE TEXT I WROTE
</h1>
</body>
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What does this do?
Note that the <img> tag needs to appear in a 'container' tag such as
<span> or <div> and that it is the container tag itself which has the
positioning specification in it. (This is just the way CSS is currently
implemented)
Here's an example in which two images are overlaid. (It actually
works... if you set the transparency of the foreground GIF image
properly you can use it as an overlay.)

The Document Object Model (DOM)
●

When an HTML page is loaded, the browser creates a "document object
model" (i.e. a model of the objects in the document) which may be accessed
by a script....
...*NB* the DOM is not the script, but the organization of objects upon which
the script operates...

●

Document "objects" include frames, forms, buttons, images, text-entry
boxes or any element which a script may access.
(Remember the objects discussed in the lecture on JavaScript?)

●

●

●

●

Scripting languages operate on the objects to change their properties after
an (X)HTML page is loaded.
E.g. in most current browsers, image objects are scriptable... they can be
accessed by a script after a page has loaded.
Use this feature to swap image content when the mouse moves over the
image... an image-swapping mouse rollover...

Frustrating note: the document object models of the various browsers may
differ.
ECMA-script is a "politically neutral" scripting standard which the web
browsers adhere to in current versions (e.g. with JavaScript and/or JScript).
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This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

●

As you've seen (because you've used JavaScript and the DOM already),
DHTML is a powerful tool for increasing the interactivity of a web page.
Be careful about cross-platform issues when using DHTML.
CSS may be very useful for creating 'designed' pages and consistently styled
web sites.
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CSE3325: Typography
In the previous lecture:
●
●

●

DHTML is a collection of technologies for making web pages dynamic.
Typically DHTML involves a scripting language and a Document Object model
on which it acts.
Cascading Style Sheets may be used to specify the layout of a page and
these style descriptions may be acted upon by a scripting language.

In this lecture:
●

What are the different kinds of type?

●

How may type be used effectively in multimedia production?

...the art of printing, particularly those branches of it concerned with the design,
setting, and arrangement of type.

Printing
...the making of impressed copies from the inked surface either of an engraved
block or metal plate, of a lithograph, or of movable type...
Technology has changed, but the need to master type remains!

ATTENTION!
1. Typography is a vital aspect of communication using text.
2. The Web conveys information using text.
3. Typography is a vital aspect of communication using the Web!
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Definitions, definitions...
Face / typeface / font: a set of characters
(letters, punctuation marks, numbers and assorted textual symbols such as @#$
%)
Family: a group of typefaces sharing common features.

The two most common families of type:

The serifs are the little marks at the ends of the sweep of the lefthand S.

'Sans' is French for without, so it's no surprise that a Sans Serif font is a font without
serifs!

Some Serif typefaces...

Serif fonts are frequently
●

elegant,

●

easy to read,

●

suitable for body text (look at the text in most novels).
Serif fonts have a formal quality about them.
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Serif Typeface Subsets
●

●

●

Oldstyle typefaces have serif's angled or curved in the manner of a pen and
ink scribe's strokes. These fonts can look very elegant whilst maintaining
readability.

Modern typefaces have serifs which have been flattened into industrial /
machine like regularity.

Slab Serif fonts have chunky serifs. When slab serif's are combined with
heavy, bold strokes the font can be very 'in your face'. Compare the weight
of Slab with Century and Bodoni! Which draws your eye the most?

Some Sans Serif typefaces...

Serif fonts are:
●

rounded and smooth,

●

frequently used for headers,

●

legible in short bursts of text,
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●

less readable than serif fonts in solid blocks of text.

Besides Serif and Sans Serif fonts...
Decorative typefaces like these

may be used to convey a mood or set a look and feel...
but should be used sparingly as they are hard to read in large quantities!

Script fonts emulate hand writing. The characters follow into one another.
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works poorly in body text but, like decorative
fonts, may work well in short sections,
headers or on dance party & birthday invitations!

Monospaced faces such as Courier allow the same amount of horizontal space
for each letter.
For example, count the x's below (Courier on the left, Helvetica on the right)

Monospaced characters line up in columns which is vital in many circumstances!

You can specify a monospaced font using a <tt> tag that will give you this effect
</tt>.
You can specify a monospaced font using a tag that will give you this
effect.
A better way to specify typefaces is to use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

Type Form
...the shape and direction of a typeface.
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Type Weight
Roman text - standard / medium weight font.

Bold text - provides emphasis, adds weight to a page by thickening the
character strokes.

Light text - subtle and gentle characters produced with slender strokes.

Type Width
Condensed text - (compressed) less character width than Roman text
of this style.

Expanded text - (extended) more character width than Roman text of
this style.

(It is actually the letterforms which are altered in these types, not the spacing
between letters.)

Type Posture
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Italic text - slants fluidly to the right in the manner of handwriting.

Oblique text - slants rigidly to the right not in the manner of
handwriting.

(The character's inclination might be the same, but the Sans Serif font looks
regimental whilst the Serif font flows like handwriting)

Font Size
Is measured in points
There are 72 points to an inch (that's 2.54 cm)
Size of text should indicate its importance relative to other page
elements.

Headings should be large.
Footnotes should be small.

And body text should be just so! (Usually around 12pt)
Be consistent with all your font decisions, including size!

Directional Text
may
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Be aware that horizontal text appears more stable and is more easily read.

Coloured Text
Small highlights of coloured text can be used to great effect.

But avoid making your pages difficult to read by inappropriate use of colour.

Leading - distance between text lines.
Kerning - space adjustment between particular letters of a font which otherwise
appear too distant or too close to one another.
(E.g. Note the strange gaps between uppercase 'T' and lowercase 'o', uppercase
'Y' and lower case 'o', uppercase 'I' and lowercase 'n'. Also note the irregular
gaps between the lowercase 'w' and the 'o' and 'a' on either side...)

Can you find other examples on this page of character pairs which require
kerning?
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Spacing - horizontal space between all letters of a font.

Ie. amount of space before next letter (whatever it is) begins.

Anti-aliasing is of benefit to smooth the jaggies around large characters...

...but it can make small characters blurry and illegible...

So, how do you do this in a web page?
●
●
●

●

In the past there was the very limited and problematic HTML <font> tag.
Now fonts are specified using Cascading Style Sheets.
Insert bitmap images of text like in these lecture notes. (You must specify a
helpful alt attribute for your textual images.)
Use colour especially wisely for text.
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This lecture's key point(s):

This will depend on the family from which they spring, their orientation, position,
relative size and weight and a host of other characteristics, all of which need to be
understood to enable the message contributed by the fonts to meet the goals of
the production within which they appear.
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 6, Perl CGI Script

A sample database file containing student names, ID numbers and marks is
provided.
●

●

●

●

●

●

Produce an interface which allows access via CGI to the provided marks and
the student's name when given the student ID# (details below).
Your interface will need to have a text entry box for the user to type in the
ID of the student whose marks are being retrieved.
The interface ought to check (using JavaScript) that a reasonable entry has
been made before it sends the entered number to the CGI script (i.e. it
needs to be a numerical value of 8 digits).
The CGI script will take the entry and check to see that it's a valid ID.
It will print an appropriate and informative error message if the ID is not in
the database.
It will print the student's:
❍
❍
❍
❍

name
ID number
mark out of forty
mark as an integer-valued percentage (no floating point values)
... in a neat table on a synthesized HTML document if the ID is in the
database.

●

Solve these problems by building:
❍
❍

an online form
a CGI script in Perl which synthesizes the HTML document or error
message dynamically

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Colour
In the previous lecture:
●

Typography is a vital but often overlooked aspect of communication using text.

●

Ensure the typeface you employ is appropriate for your message.

●

Use typefaces conistently (maybe one typeface from each of the serif and sansserif families) on a site/page.

In this lecture:
●

How are colours specified / created artificially?

●

What effects do colour combinations have?

●

What are appropriate uses for colours?

What is colour?
●
●
●

A can of worms!
A sensation
The stimulation of the eye's retina

The wavelength of light hitting the retina determines the cones (structures in the eye
responsible for colour vision) which will be stimulated and the messages which will be
sent to the brain.

Subtractive Colour
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All materials contain
pigments which
●

Absorb

●

Reflect &

●

Transmit LIGHT

Paints & dyes are pigments in convenient, human useable form!
Subtractive Primary
colours are the basis for all
other colours. (What
primary colours are used for
printing purposes?)

Secondary colours are
constructed by combining
equal proportions of primary
colour.
●

●
●
●

Red
Yellow
Blue

●
●

Orange......Red +
Yellow
Purple........Red + Blue
Green.........Yellow +
Blue

Subtractive - pigments filter out light of different wavelengths from white light,
leaving coloured light to be detected by our retina.
Eg. A white page of paper appears (and is called) white because it is reflecting all
wavelengths of visible light incident upon it.
If one were to apply blue ink to a white page, light hitting it would be filtered by the pigment in
the ink (which only transmits blue light). This blue light would hit the white page, be reflected
back through the ink (where it is filtered again) and may hit a person's retina. That person may
well exclaim "Blue!".
What primary colours are used in printing on white paper? (Inspect a colour newspaper with a
magnifying glass to find out.)
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Colour Wheel - a diagramatic representation of the
relationships between colours.
The primary colours form the verteces of a triangle around the
circumference of the wheel.
Secondary colours fit between these, tertiary colours flesh out
the circumference to any resolution you please.

Intermediate colours are constructed by combining two primaries in a ratio of 2:1.
(These colours lie between the primary and secondary colours on a colour wheel)

Tertiary colours are combinations of the primary colours in any other proportion.
Tints & Shades are series of colours obtained by adding white (for tints) or black (for
shades) to a colour obtained above.
If you really want to understand what these terms mean, there is no substitute for buying
some white, black, red, blue and yellow paint and some white paper... get your fingers dirty.
(Take my word for it, this will give you a better understanding of colour than learning these
notes ever will!)

Additive Colour
●

●

●

Computer displays add light to black (as opposed to subtracting colour from
white).
Three guns in a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) illuminate the screen in a closely spaced
grid of tiny dots (pixels).
There is one gun for each of the additive primary colours...
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Additive Primary
colours

Additive Secondary colours
●

●
●
●

Red
Green
Blue

●
●

Yellow...... Red + Green
Magenta.... Red + Blue
Cyan......... Green + Blue

Additive colours may be specified by giving intesity values for each of the Red, Green
and Blue components at a single pixel.

Additive colour specification in HTML
R, G, B each specified by hexadecimal pair (RRGGBB).
Each pair may range from 00 (off) to ff (fully on).
●
●
●
●
●

Mid-grey....(hex 666666)
Black..........(hex 000000)
Red.............(hex ff0000)
Blue............(hex 0000ff)
Green.........(hex 00ff00)

Specify basic colours by name

(These will be interpreted by the browser - check the HTML source for the preceding sentence!)

Here's a colour wheel for the additive system.
The primary colours still form a triangle, the secondaries fit between these, and the
tertiary colours flesh out the circle.
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●

●

●

Similar colours lie next to one another on the colour wheel (eg. blue & purple)
Complementary colours lie opposite one another on the colour wheel (eg. blue
& yellow)
Contrasting colours may not lie opposite one another on the colour wheel, but
they don't lie close to one another either! (eg. blue & red)

Hue, Saturation & Value (HSV / HSB)
Hue is the 'colour' of a colour, e.g. that
which allows you to identify it as a 'blue' or a
'red'.

Saturation is the '-ness' of a colour, for
example its 'blueness' or 'redness', also
loosely called intensity. (A more saturated
red is a more intense red)
Value is the amount of light or dark in a
colour. Sometimes called 'Brightness'.

Colour Relationships
Groups of colours relate differently to one another depending on their properties.
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Discordant colours 'jar'.

What colour is a...
●
●
●

bee?
fly?
construction vehicle?

●
●
●

battleship?
tiger?
elephant?

Would you step on a grey bee? Have you ever seen a black and yellow
elephant?

Harmonious colours 'relax'. (Especially if they
are not highly saturated)
Imagine a dentist's waiting room painted
black and yellow!

Colour Effects
Colour relationships can be used to encourage a viewer to feel uneasy or at ease,
comfortable, disoriented or cramped.
Warm
hues
(yellow <> red)
encourage
viewers to
feel heat or
warmth.
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Warm
hues move
forward in
a
composition.

Cool hues
(blue <->
green)
encourage
a cold or
cool feeling.

Cool hues
sit
backward
in a
composition.
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Here is an
excellent
illustration
of colour
depth
effects...

Colours can look energetic
and busy, or calm and easy
going.

Colour Meanings
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Colours have culture-specific meanings
Love, passion, heat, flame, feminine power
Fertility, peace, nature, Earth
Truth, clarity, dignity, power
Energy, joy, lightness of being
Royalty, wealth, sophistication
Masculinity, stability
Death, rebellion, darkness, elegance
Lightness, purity, cleanliness, emptiness

Colours may be associated with people and professions (often through trade clothing)
Spanish dancers, bull fighters?
Soldiers, tram conductors
Police, sailors, blue collar workers
Bananas in Pyjamas?
Clergy members, Suffragettes
School teachers?
Goths, motorcycle riders, artists, heavy
metal heads
Doctors, chemists, dentists, white collar
workers, virgins
There are many other considerations in choosing colour for your displays. NASA has an
interesting website on this very topic.

Practicalities of Web Additive Colour
Different computers have different
●

display hardware

●

operating systems

Hence colours ain't colours!
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●

●

●

●

What looks great on a Macintosh or SGI machine might be hard to see on a Windo
$e PC.
Some PC's can display only 256 colours, most Macintosh's and SGI's can display
millions of colours.
Windo$e 3.1 reserved 40 colours from its already limited palette as 'system
colours' leaving only 216 colours to work with!
Netscape went and built a 216 colour palette into its browser!

So...
●

●

If you only use the 216 colours in the browser-safe palette, they will display
cleanly.
If you use colours outside of this palette they may be displayed using dithering.
(Many of the images in these pages are dithered... look for the tell-tale dots that appear
to be of the wrong colour in expanses of otherwise uniform colour.)

●

Dithering can look terrible on synthetic images.

●

Dithering may not be noticeable on images captured using a camera or video.
TIP: To obtain web-safe colours when using hexadecimal
colour specification, only use the following colour
component values: 00, 33, 66, 99, CC, FF
Here is the web-safe palette you can obtain using these
colours...

This lecture's key point(s):
●

Two systems for creating colour are used: additive & subtractive colour systems
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●

●

●

Additive colour systems are applicable for producing images on a CRT display.
Additive colours may be specified in a number of ways including RGB component
values or HSL values.
Different colours have different effects on viewers when presented in different
combinations.
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CSE3325: Images
In the previous lecture:
●
●

Colour is not something to be added lightly to a website or multimedia work.
Things to consider include:
colour effects, colour meanings, colour relationships, practical issues relating
to colour and the web.

In this lecture:
●
●
●
●

Image file formats & compression schemes
Uses for images
Improving download times
Improving the user's experience of your image content

After Lynx the introduction of the Mosaic web browser brought with it inline
image display...

...and the Web has never been the same since!

Images used as...
●
●

Inline decoration
Backgrounds
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●
●
●

Buttons & icons
Space dividers
Navigation tools (image maps)

Special considerations...
●

(File) Size does matter (and smaller is better!)
Image
WIDTH and
HEIGHT
specification
accelerates
browser page
layout and can
be used to scale
an image up or
down uniformly,

●

or nonuniformly!
Note that scaling an image down in this way does not make it any faster
to download! The file size remains the same as for an unscaled image.
Only the screen space the image occupies is altered.
The same is true when an image is scaled up. Ie. No extra information is
available, the image download time is constant. The image may look
pixellated if scaled up too large for this same reason.
●

Specify ALT="Text for browsers not displaying images"

●

Lecture 3 for HTML of images & image maps

●

Remember! Images cannot be interpretted by text-to-speech/Braille
software. They cannot be interpretted by people with visual difficulties
including elderly or blind web-surfers. People who are colour-blind may have
difficulties interpretting some images, especially coloured graphs and charts.
Use images wisely and carefully so that where possible, their functionality is
duplicated using other means. There are increasing numbers of examples of
web designers being taken to court for failing to consider such issues. E.g.
airline companies, Sydney Olympics organizers.
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What is a digital image?
●

Bitmap images*
(Historical Web standard)
❍

❍

❍

❍

●

Grid of coloured points
(Picture elements / pixels)
Grid dimensions are the image's
width & height
A bitmap image file is a means of
storing information to retrieve the
value of every pixel of the image
Large file sizes

Enlarged, pixellated bitmap
* Sometimes black and white
images laid out in a grid of
pixels are referred to as
"bitmaps" since they require
one bit per pixel to specify.

Object-based / Vector images
(Future addition to the WWW/displayed using plugin)
❍

Collection of geometric shapes: lines;
ellipses; rectangles; polygons. These are
edited by moving control points, usually
line mid / end points.

❍

Redraw image at any resolution

❍

Small file sizes

Bitmap of vector image
(control points
marked)

Lossy and Lossless Bitmap Image Compression
Simple (but space hungry) to write every pixel value into a file as either
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●

An R, G, B triple
Each component specified by a floating point value from 0 to 1.0 inclusive
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 = Black
1.0, 0.0, 0.0 = Red
1.0, 1.0, 1.0 = White
Or as an integer from 0 to 255 inclusive
000, 000, 000 = Black
255, 000, 000 = Red
255, 255, 255 = White

●

Or a colour index
Each value is
an index into
a colour
table or
palette
holding the
colours used
in the image.

For this palette,
255 = Black
044 = Red
000 = White

Compression schemes
Lossy schemes
●

●

●

●

Discard pixel information
(Very high compression rates)
Reconstruction by approximation
Range of quality / compression trade offs
(The better the compression, the worse the quality. Compression usually
specified within JPEG images as a percentage from 0% (low quality) to 100%
(high quality))
Often suitable for images captured from conventional camera / video
(Compresses well, artefacts invisible)
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●

Often unsuitable for digitally synthesized images
(Artefacts / degradation visible)

Lossless schemes
●

Do not discard pixel information

●

Reconstruction by calculation (exact)

●

●

Often unsuitable for images captured from conventional camera / video
(compresses poorly)
Often suitable for digitally synthesized images
(compresses well)

Skull image - captured using a camera.

GIF
38 kBytes (lossless*)

50% JPEG
4 kBytes
(lossy)

25% JPEG
2.5 kBytes
(lossy)

Spider image - synthesized digitally.

GIF
15 kBytes (lossless*)

50% JPEG
3 kBytes
(lossy)

25% JPEG
2 kBytes
(lossy)

Text image - synthesized digitally.
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GIF (lossless)

JPEG (lossy)
Under very high
compression to
accentuate the edge
artefacts

Image Formats With Web Browser Support
●

●

●

GIF
Graphics Interchange Format
JPEG
Joint Photographic Experts Group
PNG (recently supported Navigator / Explorer)
Portable Network Graphics

Image Format Attributes
GIF87a GIF89a

JPEG

Progressive
JPEG

PNG

X*

X*

-

-

X

Transparent
Backgrounds

-

X

-

-

X

Interlacing

X

X

-

X

X

Animation

-

X

-

-

-

Lossless Compression
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Maximum colours

256

256

16.7
mill.

16.7 mill.

16.7
mill.

Transparent Image Backgrounds

●

●

●

User-selected colour
rendered transparently
Browser background
shows through
Hides rectangular
image border

The image left
(which has a
transparent
background) can
easily be
displayed in two
different table
cells, each with its
own background
colour showing
through.

Image Interlacing
●

Browser downloads & displays image progressively in bands
(Reduces wait time for image preview)

GIF Animation

●

Sequence of image frames stored within GIF89a file

●

Frames displayed in sequence by browser

Thumbnail Images
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●

●

●

●

Scaled down version of larger
image
May be hyperlinked to larger
image
Loads (much) faster than larger
image
Consume less screen space
than larger image

●

Provides preview of larger
image

●

Useful in gallery setting

●

Useful as buttons & icons

●

Example: above

* Footnote: GIF is lossless only if the source image has 256 colours or less!

Image maps
●

May be used to fill an entire screen
(Beware of download time!)

●

May be used as a button bar

●

Easy way to develop a custom interface

●

●

Consist of:
❍
Image
❍
Map regions
❍
Software returning appropriate URL
(client or server side)
Example: Alan's homepage and see lecture on basic HTML.

Backgrounds
●

Uniform background colours and appropriate text & link colours may be
specified as attributes of the BODY tag:
❍

bgcolor="#RRGGBB" link="RRGGBB" vlink="RRGGBB"
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alink="RRGGBB"
●

Or a background image specified: BACKGROUND="imageName.GIForJPEG"
Use background
images with
uniform and
subdued colours

and contrasting
text!

●

Use small, seemlessly tiled images to save background download time.
(Instead of single huge background images)

This lecture's key point(s):
●

●

Keep images as small as possible by using an appropriate compression
scheme.
Use tricks like interlacing, thumbnails, inserting ALT, WIDTH and HEIGHT
attributes to improve the user experience of your image content.
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CSE2325/3325 : Activity, Colour Theory
Optional Activity (not assessed)
●

●

●

●

●

●

Unfortunately, monitors vary from manufacturer, nevertheless, the following
exercises will help introduce you to colour and its use.
Be sure to have your monitor brightness and contrast both fully on (high) so
that white appears WHITE and black is BLACK.
All colours used in these exercises must be pure and fully saturated unless
otherwise requested. Eg. blue has R=0.0, G=0.0, B=1.0.
Ensure your monitor is displaying millions of colours (16 or 24 bit) if possible
(ie. not 256 colours / 8 bit).
Make sure you do these exercises yourself, don't rely on the pictures on this
page or the things your friends tell you. (The images on this page are too
small for the relevant effects to be visible and serve only as examples.)
Knowledge comes from experience! You'll learn only by doing.)
Refer to: Itten, J. "The Art of Colour", for the book on colour theory.

Colour effects
●

●

Run your paint program (Corel Draw, Paint Shop Pro, Photoshop) and open
up a new picture with dimensions so as to fill the whole screen.
Fill the blank image with a pure/neutral grey (50%). (This provides a neutral
background environment for un-biased colour viewing.)

●

Draw a white square in the left half of the grey field.

●

Draw a black square (of the same size) in the right half of the grey field.
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●

●

●

●

Draw a pure yellow square in the centre of each black/white square. How
does the character of yellow change when centered in black / white? (I.e. Do
the two yellow squares look the same? How are they different? Try to put
into words what you see.)

Draw a pure blue square in the centre of each black/white square. How does
the character of blue change when centered in black / white?

Draw a pure red square in the centre of each black/white square. How does
the character of red change when centered in black / white?

Draw a pure green square in the centre of each black/white square. How
does the character of green change when centered in black / white?
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●

●

Consider the manner in which yellow is made on a display using additive
colour. Is it a primary colour? What are the additive primaries?
Consider the way green is made using paint. Is it a primary colour? What are
the subtractive primaries?

Contrast of Extension
●

Different colours have different light values. This is a subjective measure of
how bright a colour appears...
●

Create a new image of dimension large enough to fill the screen and fill it
with neutral grey as for the previous exercise.
●

Draw a rectangle in blue of width 400 pixels and height 200 pixels.
●

Draw a rectangle in red, starting from the left of the image extending some
width across the blue rectangle until the blue and red seem exactly balanced.
●

Experiment with different widths of red. What proportion of red to blue did
you settle on? What did your friends settle on? Were your results similar?
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●

Now try the same exercise with blue and yellow.
●

Are the proportions the same?
●

Experiment with different colour combinations.
●

Try and come up with a relative 'lightness' for each of red, green, blue and
yellow. This lightness value is a relative value indicating how strongly the
colour pulls your attention.
●

For example, if you found that 2 parts red balanced 4 parts blue and 4 parts
blue balanced 1 part yellow, your lightness values would look like this...
2-Red : 4-Blue : 1-Yellow
and you could expect that 2 parts red would balance 1 part yellow. Test your
results!
●

What happens if you reduce the saturation of one of the colours in a
previously balanced image? Which colours are most susceptible to decreases
in saturation? Which colours are least susceptible?
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Here are a few sites to look at:
●

http://www.monkey.com/
●

http://www.emigre.com/
●

http://www.infotech.monash.edu.au/lab_updates/
●

http://www.infotech.monash.edu.au/techservices/fr_web.html
What do you think about the choice of colours? Appropriate? Attractive? Clear?
Have the webmasters considered colour meanings, effects and relationships?
Do the typographical decisions make the pages easier to scan or read?
Is the page layout appropriate?
Is a clear visual hierarchy established?
Discuss your thoughts with your classmates.

CSE2325/3325 lecture notes
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CSE3325: Moving Pictures
In the previous lecture:
Appropriate online use of still images of different formats.
Image colour palettes & compression schemes.

●
●

In this lecture:
Animation: What's it good for? How do you make it?
A brief look at sound as it relates to video/animation
How do you digitize video/animation for electronic playback and editing?

●
●
●

*NB This lecture relies heavily on material presented on video tape.
Most of the video material cannot be published on the WWW for copyright and
practical reasons. It makes little sense to publish the comments about the
videos without the source material itself so you'll have to attend the lecture and
take notes!

Animate - breathe life into, enliven through...
●

Movement

●

Character / Personality

●

Feeling / Emotion

●

Etc. etc. etc.

Movement is a powerful medium through which to convey a
message. (Go ask Charlie Chaplain!)
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References
Here's a page of animation visual references. There are more mentioned throughout these lecture notes. The best thing
to do to improve your work (besides practice) is to watch lots of animation and film (reading about it is helpful too, but
not as useful as watching it.)
Some sample reference books:
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

Thomas, F., Johnston, O., The Illusion of Life, Disney Animation, Hyperion, 1981 (The character animator's Bible)
Whitaker, H., Halas, J., Timing for Animation, Focal Press, 1981 (A good intro. to what the title says)
Sibley, B., Wallace & Gromit, A Close Shave Storyboard Collection, BBC Books, 1997 (Good to flick through)
Ashford, J., Odam, J. Getting Started with 3D, Peachpit Press, 1998, (A basic book introducing 3D modelling
concepts)
Zettl, H., Sight Sound Motion, Applied Media Aesthetics, 2nd edn, Wadsworth Publishing, 1990 (A good general
reference on making film/video footage work)
Nielsen, J., Designing Web Usability: The Practice of Simplicity, New Riders, 2000 (An excellent book with some
helpful remarks on animation for the WWW and lots of other good stuff)
Lynch, P., Horton, S., Web Style Guide, Yale Univ. Press, 1999 (More useful tips on video and the WWW are in this
book too!)

Gertie the Dinosaur was the first real animated character. Gertie was created by cartoonist Winsor McCay in 1914.
Unfortunately, due to copyright restrictions, Gertie cannot appear in person on this site. But you can read about her and
check out some pictures elsewhere on the web.

Animation is the process of creating images one at a time to be displayed rapidly in sequence giving the illusion of
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movement...
Persistence of vision is the blending together by the eye/brain of rapidly displayed sequential images, giving the
illusion of movement.
●

Individual images forming an animation are called frames (after the frames on cinefilm).

●

Frames may be shot in 'realtime' using a cine or video camera to make a film or video.

Animation or film frames must be stored for rapid, sequential retrieval and display if persistance of vision is to be relied
upon for creating the illusion of movement.

Some storage media
include:
●

●

●

Rotating disks

●

Quicktime / MPEG movies

●

GIF89a files

Cine frames / film
Video frames / tape

●

Flip-book pages

●

Zoetrope cylinders
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Zoetrope

Image disks

(Geneva Museum of the History of the Sciences)

(Geneva Museum of the History of the Sciences)

How can you create the images to be photographed, digitized or flipped through?
Live action:
●

Real event / documentary

●

Acted performance

Animation:
●

Hand drawn / painted
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Multiple pictures are produced on paper, canvas, acetate 'cels' or anything else. These are
photgraphed one at a time onto film. Eg. "Astro Boy" by Osamu Tezuka, "Mickey Mouse" by Disney

●

Directly marked onto film
A strip of cinefilm is scratched or drawn onto directly with pens and other implements. The result is played 'as is'
through a cine-camera.

●

Glass sheet / sand
A sheet of glass is used as a board for depositing paint. Each frame of the animation is painted, then photographed,
then the next frame is constructed by pushing the paint around on the glass, and so on. (Note that each time the
animator makes a new frame, the image/source for the previous frame is destroyed!) The same process can be
carried out by drawing images in a bed of sand.

●

Stop-motion animation
A figurine, ball of clay or other solid model is 'posed', photographed, moved a little and rephotographed adinfinitum. Eg. "The Nightmare Before Christmas" by Tim Burton, "Wallace & Gromit" by Nick Park (If clay
models are used, the process may also be called 'claymation' If models resting on a table are used, the
process may be called table-top animation. [Nothing to do with table-top dancing])

●

Computer animation
The computer is used to model objects and manipulate them in a 'virtual' space, producing images of the objects as
they are manipulated. These images are deposited onto film. Eg. "Toy Story" & "A Bug's Life" by Pixar/Disney

If you can see it and change its appearance, you can animate or film it!
*NB The examples of animated films given above are not necessarily favourites of the lecturer. They have been included as
examples only!
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Animation and / or film may be used for

●

Artistic purposes

●

Storytelling

●

Displaying data (scientific visualization)

●

Conveying false / misleading information (advertising, evidence in court!)

●

Instructional purposes

●

Many other purposes too!

As with all your work, don't lose sight of your message!
Examples of inappropriate (or annoying) animation on the web
●

A "blinky-flashy" page.
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Storyboarding
●

●

●

●

●

●

A storyboard is a comic-book like version of an animation or film in
which each cell corresponds to a single shot.
A shot is film-speak for a sequence of images / frames depicting a
continuous action from one point of view.
Storyboards are used as a working reference in film and animation
creation.
Storyboards contain visual representations of camera shots and often
other relevant information.
Problems can be solved in storyboarding without the expense of
producing animation or shooting film.
Storyboards are best produced with pencil and paper!

Major areas to master in film or animation production.
1. Object Space & Motion
2. Lighting
3. Sound (dealt with in other lecture notes)
4. Time
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Details to read through in your own time...
Object Space & Motion
Objects or characters to be filmed/animated need to be designed/constructed/chosen. The approach depends on the
kind of work.

●

Remember you'll need to reproduce the object up to 25 times per second of animation.

●

Complex characters may take a long time to animate. This is true whether you are drawing them by hand or using a
computer!

●

(Compare Gertie to Jurassic Park dinosaurs and note that: complex != interesting)
Places to look for complex animated characters:
●
●
●

Akira (Classic Japanese anime)
Jurassic Lark (Boring US blockbuster)
Starship Bloopers (Funny US flop)

Space (including screen space & setting)
●

Is the space / setting well established?

●

Is the subject distinguishable from the background?

●

Is the image appropriately sparse or dense?

●

Is the image well composed? (A big question!)
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Camera (& Lens) Motion

Object Motion

●

In keeping with the style of production?

●

Too rapid?

●

Interesting?

●

Confusing or disorienting?

●

Confusing or disorienting?

●

Distracting?

●

Distracting or jarring?

●

Is it well edited? (Requires considerable study!)

●

Does it show all that needs to be shown?

Lighting

Time

●

Lighting sets the mood of a shot

●

Is there time to relax?

●

Lighting sets the time of day or night

●

Are there dense and exciting periods?

●

Lighting reveals or hides

●

Is the sequence boring?

●

Lighting deepens or flattens

●

Is the sequence exhausting?

●

Lighting can make or break animation and film

Getting your movie 'in there'
(into the computer for digital playback)
●

Movie may be 'in there' to begin with:
❍
❍

●

Movie on video tape
❍

●

Computer animation
Handrawn animation using paint program

Need camcorder / camera / VCR with AV computer able to 'grab' (capture/digitize) video
(A Firewire port and Firewire digital video camera will also do the trick)

Record movie using a camera directly connected to a computer
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❍
❍

●

Need camcorder with AV/Firewire computer able to grab video OR
Need serial/parallel/USB port camera

Scan in handrawn images or cinefilm sequence
❍
Need a flatbed scanner (and lots of time) or a film scanner

Animated GIF89a files
●

This technique works best for frames which GIF compresses well

●

The GIF file is linked into a web page as a normal image

●

The GIF file contains animated frames assembled using freely available software

●

The browser loads the GIF file and cycles through the frames to playback your animation automatically!

MPEG, Quicktime, AVI and Other Movie Formats
●

Compresses many different types of frame sequences well

●

Formats displayed by browser using plugins or helper applications

●

Can play soundtracks synchronized to animation

●

Assembled using software which may be free (or very expensive)

*NB Software like Macromedia's Director & Flash can also be used to create animation. These may be displayed in a web browser
using plugins.

For example, here's a site of movies.

Animations useful for you to view include:
●

Apoidea, Alan Dorin (screened in class)
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●
●
●
●

Ambient 5, Music For Casual Encounters, Alan Dorin (screened in class)
Turbulence, Jon McCormack (available for purchase: Odyssey productions)
Alice (In Wonderland), Jan Svankmajer (available at Film/Video archives)
The Wrong Trousers, Nick Park (at your Monash Uni. video library) Other Wallace and Gromit material is available
online at the BBC.

Other sites of interesting animations & characters include:
●
●
●
●

PIXAR 3D feature films & shorts. Home of "Toy Story", "Luxo Jnr."
Neon Genesis - Evangelion Anime series on Siren video & DVD
Astro-Boy Anime series
What is the Matrix? Well? What is it? Remember back that far?

This lecture's key point(s):
●
●
●
●
●

Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation

is very time consuming to make
is great fun to make
is great fun to watch
can be made in a diverse range of ways
is a very effective medium for conveying a MESSAGE!
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C

CSE3325: Interactive Virtual Worlds
In the previous lecture:
●
●

Animation is all about putting in lots of hard work to make pictures that seem to move.
Animation may help you get across your message in ways which no other medium can
quite manage.

In this lecture:
●
●

●

Why make an interactive virtual world?
What issues do you need to consider when making a virtual world for people to interact
with?
What technologies are available to help you make & display a virtual world?

References:
●

Do a web search for Myst, Riven, Tomb Raider Doom/Quake or if you have an old Apple
somewhere try Zork & Beyond Zork, Transylvania, Hitch-Hikers Guide to the Galaxy...
or any of countless other virtual world type games (of course there are plenty for the
PC too).

Screen dumps
from "The
Hobbit" by
Beam
Software here
in Melbourne!
(1982)
(Commodore 64 screen dump)
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Screen dumps
from
Polarware's
classic
"Transylvania"
adventure
game (1984).
You are near
a cave
entrance shut
by a rock
slide. Paths
lead west and
south.

(Apple II screen dump)

(C64 screen dump?)

Screen dumps
from the
graphicsbased
adventure
game "Myst"
by Cyan &
Broderbund
(1994).

Whilst you can probably read about these virtual worlds, there is nothing quite like...

Being There
There is no experience quite like being there and...
Moving around
Looking at things from different locations
Hearing things from different locations
Moving things
Smelling things
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Touching things
Bumping into things
...being there allows you to sense the place.

●

●

Virtual Reality (VR) aims to provide this experience
synthetically by fooling a viewer into experiencing a space
where there is none.
Often digitally synthesized, animated images are presented
to a VR inhabitant but...
Early text and text / still-image based adventure games like
Zork, Beyond Zork, The Hobbit & Transylvania were
extraordinarily adept at transporting the player to another
world for real-world hour after hour. (They worked for
reasons similar to those which make (picture) books so
effective.)

●

●

A still image creates a kind of virtual reality and may be
used to give the illusion of space.

To make a virtual world "inhabitable" consistency is vital!
❍
❍
❍

Consistent behaviour (objects / characters)
Consistent location (for navigation)
Consistent interaction

An inconsistent world is impossible to inhabit comfortably!
●

It is also beneficial if there is a purpose to one's visit to a virtual world.
❍
❍
❍

●

Explore (only if the world warrants it!)
Solve a puzzle (only if the puzzle warrants it!)
Chat with other inhabitants (only if the inhabitants warrant it!)

Provide sophistication of interaction...
❍

❍

❍

Via a story tied in with a puzzle... hence the success of text based adventure
games!
Complex and rewarding interaction through the inclusion of other human
inhabitants... hence the success of Doom, Quake, Internet chat rooms etc.
Complex artificial agents are also becoming viable inhabitants for interesting
worlds. (Space Invaders & Pacman ghosts were just the beginning!)
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3 - Dimensional Computer Graphics
●

●

●

The domain of Computer Graphics concerns itself with Image Synthesis... the modelling
of illusory light reflected, transmitted and absorbed by objects which themselves do not
exist, like these cubes...

Most 3D graphics is produced using off-the-shelf software with a GUI that even a
newcomer to computers can decipher after a few years of training, headaches, heart
aches, lost clumps of greying hair, broken relationships etc.
3D software packages may provide means for:
❍

Modelling - the process of specifying the geometric properties of an object.
Usually performed through a GUI allowing the user to select basic primitives
(cones, spheres etc.) and modify their geometry by various means as well as
decorate them with textures and connect them in hierarchies.
At this stage synthetic lights are also added to the model for the rendering
process.

❍

Animating - the process of specifying the time varying properties of a model.
Usually performed by a keyframing process where the model is posed at various
times and the computer mathematically determines where the model ought to be
positioned between these key frames.

❍

Rendering - the process of synthesizing images of a model.
Usually a computationally expensive process where imaginary light rays are
bounced off the imaginary model at each time an image is required and for each
pixel in the image to determined the colour visible to a viewer at that point in
space.

Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML)
●

A compact means of describing 3D virtual worlds usable on the WWW.
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●

(Potentially) a computationally intensive thing to display in a web browser.
Display required a VRML plugin such as "CosmoPlayer". These plugins and VRML
viewers are becoming quire rare. VRML never quite took off in the way people expected.

●

Users could interact with the three-dimensional world or model using the mouse.

●

Objects in the world may be animated.

●

Objects in the world may be hotlinked to other VRML scenes.

Unfortunately I can't even find a good VRML browser plugin that works anymore to show you!

Quicktime Virtual Reality (QTVR)
●

A means of illustrating a world (real or imaginary) using a panaoramic photograph or
rendering 'stitched' into a cylinder. (Other similar methods stitch images into complete
spheres)
Here's a sample QTVR movie (requires the Quicktime plugin). Click and drag
on the image to pan around the scene.

●

Not a computationally expensive thing to display in a browser!

●

Users can interact with the pseudo three dimensional world using the mouse.

●

●

Objects in the world can't really be animated (although there are work arounds for
this).
Locations on the image may be hotlinked to other QTVR scenes.

Of course even without these fancy technologies you can reveal a space! Have a look at the
Opera National de Paris... just pretend you want to make a booking to the opera and then
click on the map of the opera house. (Shame about the scrolling status bar text on the main
page huh!)

Now if you're looking for something to do... have a look at Second Life, a
place where people who lack real lives spend their time ;-)
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This lecture's key point(s):
●
●

●
●

Virtual worlds are a cheap and nasty substitute for real places and experiences.
They can also be the only way some people will ever experience a space... especially if
the space is of your own invention!
Virtual worlds can also provide a safe environment for training.
Consistency is perhaps the most important aspect of virtual world design.
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CSE2325/3325 : Ex. 4, Image Manipulation
Early scribbles
Run your paint program (Corel Draw, Paint Shop Pro, Photoshop) and
open up a new picture with dimensions in pixels of 300 high x 240 wide.
Is this program for manipulating bitmap images or object/vector type
images? How do you know?
Draw a black squiggly line on
a white background using the
pencil tool.

Draw a black squiggly line on
a white background using the
brush tool.

Use the zoom tool to get a closer view of the lines. Are they
smooth along the edges? How is the brushed line different to the
pencilled line? Which looks nicer at normal zoom levels?
Scale down the image size to 150x120 pixels. (Don't just zoom the
image, you must alter the file size.)
Now zoom into the image and look at the lines again. Do they look the
same as they did when you zoomed in before?

GIF and JPEG graphic file format saving
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Use the gradient tool to make a gradient from blue to midgrey across a whole page.

●

Save a copy of this file as a JPEG file of 25% quality.

●

Save a copy of this file as a GIF file.

●

Which file takes the least amount of space?

●

Which file looks the best?

Repeat the above steps with a picture of a blue square in which is
written in large mid-grey lettering the word 'THINK'. Rest the
whole square on a mid-grey background of the same size as the
previously used image.
Are the results the same as for the gradient image?

Transparent GIF's
Use a text editor to create an HTML document with a lightbrown background color.
●

●

●

●

Incorporate the GIF image of the blue square into the
brown web page using the <IMG> tag.
Open the new HTML document in your web browser
locally (ie. leave it on your hard drive and open it within
the browser from there) to check the page works as
expected.
Return to the image editing software and make the midgrey background of the image of the square transparent.
(You'll need to save the image as a GIF89a if it has a
transparent colour in its palette.)
Check that the HTML document now shows a blue square,
brown lettering, on a brown background with no mid-grey
border.
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Animated GIF's
Use the tools available to create a simple animated GIF
file of a bird flying across the image.
Depending on the capabilities of the image editing
software you are using, you might need to bring your
individual animation frames into the uni labs and use
Adobe Premiere to export the animated GIF file.
The GIF Construction Kit is an animated GIF
construction tool for Windo$e PC's which you can
download from the net.

Some questions for you to ask (and answer)
●
●
●
●

What do the different tools in your paint program do? (Experiment!)
What kind of pictures are the easiest to produce?
What kind of pictures are difficult to produce?
Is the mouse a good drawing tool? Why/Why not?
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MONASH UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Information Technology

CSE2325/3325: Multimedia Programming and the World Wide Web
SAMPLE EXAM
Instructions to Candidates:
●

This is a practice exam only

●

The format of this exam is based on the format of the final exam

●

Answers to this exam will NOT be provided in written form

●

●

●

Student questions concerning this practice exam and other topics covered in the course will be
answered in the last two lectures of semester.
Try and complete the exam with 10 minutes reading time and 180 mins writing time to see how your
study is progressing.
Try to complete this exam on your own, and without referring to your notes.

PART A: Multiple Choice [30 marks, 30 questions]
Answer every question in this section by selecting the ONE best answer to each question.
1. Which of the following are traditional media for conveying a message?
a) poetry
b) sculpture
c) textiles
d) only a and b
e) a, b and c
2. ELIZA is the name of which of the following?
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a) An interactive video game
b) A generator of synthetic conversation
c) A sound file format
d) None of the above
3. SMTP is a protocol for which of the following?
a) Sending email
b) Bulletin boards and news posting
c) Remote login
d) Remote file transfer
4. Which of the following HTML tags is missing an important attribute?
a) <img src="http://www.blah.com/fred.GIF", width=20, height=20 / >
b) <form action="/cgi-bin/myScript.pl" >
c) <a href="http://www.blah.com/fred.html" >
d) b and c
e) a and b
5. Which of the following contains an 'anchor' tag?
a) The <a href="http://www.monash.edu.au">Monash University</a>
b) Uneconomically viable <a name="classics">Classics Department</a>
c) <a href="http://www.monash.edu.au/classics.html#finale">axe.GIF</a>
d) All of the above
6. The <input> tag is used for
a) Forms
b) JavaScript
c) CGI scripts
d) All of the above
7. Which of the following would probably NOT appear in a web site design brief?
a) Monitor size of target audience
b) Source of site content
c) Competing site information
d) Site navigation system
e) None of above
8. Pixellated images will result from:
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a) Over-enlarging a vector image
b) Rotating the contents of a vector image
c) Using large black text on a white background
d) Doubling the dimensions of a bitmap image
9. Which of the following is true of JPEG images?
a) They can hold more colours than GIF images
b) They support background transparency
c) They are not supported by Netscape or Micro$oft browsers
d) They are suitable for black and white line drawings
10. Which of the following provides the most readable browser window?
a) <BODY bgColor="#ff00ff" text="#00ff00" link="#0000ff">
b) <BODY bgColor="#cccccc" text="#000000" link="#000066">
c) <BODY bgColor="#000000" text="#006600" link="#000033">
d) <BODY bgColor="#ffffff" text="#00ff00" link="#0000ff">
11. A perfect mirror
a) absorbs light
b) refracts light
c) transmits light
d) none of the above
12. A traditional colour wheel shows
a) secondary colours lying between primary colours
b) tertiary colours lying between primary colours
c) intermediate colours lying between primary colours
d) all of the above
13. An additive colour wheel shows blue opposite
a) cyan
b) red
c) purple
d) green
e) yellow
14. The heading of an invitation to a techno dance club would be most likely
written in a font from which family?
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a) Serif
b) Modern
c) Decorative
d) Slab Serif
15. If a typeface is said to be 'Roman', this means it
a) is a member of the Serif family
b) is a condensed typeface
c) is of standard weight
d) slants rigidly to the right
16. What is kerning?
a) The amount of space between all characters in a typeface
b) The distance between lines of text
c) The width of characters in a typeface
d) None of the above
17. Which of the following is most likely to be a variable choice set?
a) Commands
b) Object instances
c) Attribute classes
d) Object Classes
18. A relative locator device may have a variable C/D ratio based on
a) the velocity of movement
b) the monitor resolution
c) the current interaction task
d) all of the above
19. A Zoetrope is an animation
a) playback device
b) storage device
c) camera
d) both a and b
20. The audible frequency range for humans is approximately
a) 2Hz to 2kHz
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b) 20Hz to 20kHz
c) 200Hz to 200kHz
d) 2000Hz to 2000kHz
21. Which of the following sounds will be most accurately recorded at a sampling
rate of 11.025khz?
a) thunder rumble
b) human voice
c) bird whistle
d) cat meow
22. Which of the following is not a JavaScript string?
a) "string"
b) 'str' + "ing"
c) "s" + "tring"
d) none of the above
23. The process of creating computer animation by specifying a number of model
poses and allowing the computer to interpolate these poses to produce smooth
movement is called
a) stop motion animation
b) keyframing
c) rotoscoping
d) rendering
24. Which of the following is true of a VRML animation?
a) It must be downloaded frame by frame from the server
b) It is impossible to navigate fully behind VRML objects
c) It requires a panoramic image of an environment
d) It runs on the client side
25. The METHOD attribute of a form to be sent to a CGI script may
have which of the following values?
a) PATH
b) QUERY
c) GET
d) TEXT
26. In user-centered design, constraints:
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a) Hold the user back from achieving their potential
b) Specify relationships between things (e.g. steering wheel on a car)
c) Highlight functional differences between different modes of operation
d) Limit the ways in which functionality can be interpreted
27. In a standard bank Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) the user-interface is:
a) a task-oriented user interface
b) a metaphor-driven user interface
c) an audience-specific user interface
d) a topical user interface
28. An on-line shopping catalogue, with one item entry per page and about 50 items in total, would be best
represented by which of the following organisational structures?
a) Grid based
b) Broad-style hierarchy
c) Deep-style hierarchy
d) Wheel
29. A good source for labelling systems to be used in a new web site would be:
a) Labels from other similar web sites
b) The Dictionary
c) An Atlas
d) Staff from the company that the site is about
e) All of the above
30. Charlie wants to count the number of times people are accessing her home page on the WWW. The best
way to do this would be:
a) Getting the user to click on a "count" button which calls a script that adds 1 to the user count
b) using a CGI script that is called each time the page is loaded
c) Using a GIF image embedded in the page that displays numbers
d) Using a JavaScript variable that is incremented using the onLoad() event
e) Any of the above

PART B: Fill in the blanks
Answer every question in this section by filling in the blank space in the sentence (1 mark allocated per blank
correctly filled).
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1. An _______________ information organization scheme is one in which a particular item may
potentially be categorized in different locations.
2. To make an element of a picture move forward in a composition, one should colour it using a warm
_______________. (This being the characteristic of a colour which gives it its name.)
3. The _______________ colour wheel shows cyan as one of its secondary colours. _______________
and _______________ are the other secondary colours for this colour system.
4. A _______________ image consists or a grid of coloured dots called _______________.
5. If an image in GIF format is saved using image _______________ it will be displayed in a web
browser in a series of progressively refined bands.
6. To specify an in-line image using an HTML tag one could write <_______________
_______________ = "jerry.JPEG" _______________ = "A picture of Jerry" >
7. By assigning a data member of a class in a JavaScript program to a _______________, one defines a
method for the class of objects to which the data member belongs.
8. _______________, is a tool developed at University of Minnesota for setting up information rich
resources behind a menu-driven interface. Its servers incorporate text and graphics, file transfer using
FTP, links to remote services via Telnet, and other servers of its own kind.
9. If a door has been designed with no handle for grasping, and therefore cannot be pulled open, its
designer has imposed _______________ which prevent users from misinterpreting the method for
opening the door.
10. In designing a tool, particularly software, it is possible to utilize a _______________ to encourage
users to bring knowledge from an external domain to the new tool. For example, one might lay out the
tools for interaction with a computer operating system in the manner of a desk top and office.
11. The number of operations on a standard, non-programmable, scientific calculator forms a
_______________ - _______________ choice set. These operations may each be assigned a button on
the panel of the calculator.
12. If a user knows the name of an object within a choice set. The implementation of "naming" with
_______________ can speed the selection of objects from the set over the process of selection using
naming implemented without this feature.
13. The following Perl code will run through each cell in the array myArray and place it in a variable
myValue. It will then print this value to standard output.
foreach _______________ (_______________)
{
print STDOUT "_______________";
}
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14. _______________-script is a "politically neutral" scripting standard which Netscape and Micro$oft are
supposed to adhere to with JavaScript and JScript respectively.
15. A series of images may be stitched together into a panorama and displayed online using Quicktime
VR. This maps/wraps the images onto a virtual _______________ for display.
16. The process of synthesizing images of a three-dimensional computer model is known as
_______________. This process is usually carried out after the earlier stages of modelling and
animating the form.
17. The first harmonic of a sound is also known as the _______________ of that tone. The second
harmonic is known as the _______________ _______________.
18. In order to implement a program in Perl to retrieve data submitted via a web form, one ensures that the
program is _______________ - compliant so that the web server and the script are able to
communicate properly. The script should also be capable of responding correctly to requests using
either the _______________ method or the _______________ method for transmitting data to the
script.

Short Answer
Answer every question in this section by writing a short paragraph.
1. Describe the HSV system for specifying colour.
(~5 line answer)
2. What are the four basic interaction tasks? Briefly describe each.
(~6 line answer)
3. (a) Describe one weakness inherent in presenting digital multimedia content from a desktop computer.
Name a medium which does not suffer from this weakness. (~3-4 line answer)
(b) List two traditional techniques that can be successfully applied to the presentation of a message using
computer-based multimedia. (~2-4 line answer)
4. Give three means of choosing the images to draw on an icon. Draw examples of each.
(~6 line answer plus diagrams)
5. (a) Explain what is meant by mapping in user-centered design.
(~ 4 line answer)
(b) Give some examples of the uses of mapping in multimedia design.
(~6 line answer)
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6. Discuss strategies to deal with errors and error handling in good user-centered design.
(~ 8 lines)
7. Explain the difference between organisational schemes and organisational structures. How do the two
influence each other. (Use of a diagram is necessary).
(~ 8 lines)
8. Explain the key differences between JPEG and GIF image file formats. What type of source material is
each format best at storing for web page use?
(~8 lines)

PART C: Programming and HTML
Answer every question. Use code and or HTML where appropriate.
1. Write a JavaScript program to send the browser to the previously open
web page, after a short delay beginning when the script is activated.
2.(a) List the major components of Dynamic HTML - show how they interact with each other within a web
browser.
(b) Write a DHTML page that swaps one image to another when the user's mouse rolls over it.
3. Write a Perl cgi program that generates a questionnaire form similar to the one below:

Once the user presses the submit button, the same Perl script should append the data entered to the file "h5.
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data" (in the same directory as the script).
4. What does this page source code do when loaded into a web browser?

PART D: Long Answer Questions
Answer all three questions (~1 page with diagrams)

1. The National Museum has asked you to create a new web site for their grand
opening. To begin with, it will need to include the following material:
a) A 'shop' from which to purchase museum merchandise online
b) Some pages advertising current exhibits at the museum
c) A page with admission prices, opening times, location etc.
In the future the museum wishes to display some of its permanent collection
online. They also hope to have a set of educational pages for children on
which might appear quizzes, games and other activities related to the
exhibitions at the museum.
Produce a design brief for the new museum web site. Where information has not
been provided for you in the above description, include likely scenarios
and suggest possible answers to the questions which must be posed in the
creation of the brief.

2. List and describe the six general principles of interface design. Provide examples of each as they apply to
the design of a web site.
3. Before producing an animation, it is often helpful to produce a storyboard. Draw a simple storyboard for
the action description given below. Be sure to include information relevant to the production of the short
animated sequence in the standard places on the storyboard. Don't worry if you aren't “good at drawing”.
Focus on conveying the relevant information simply and clearly. Make sure you don't leave out any essential
information that would be required to produce an animation of the story.
Action description :
A mouse hole is at the bottom of a tree in a forest. Outside the mouse hole is a juicy worm. A mouse appears
in the hole then looks around. It is safe outside so, with the patter of tiny feet, the mouse rushes over to the
worm. With a grunt, the mouse picks up the worm. The worm screams loudly. The mouse drops the worm in
surprise. A kookaburra* laughs from out of shot. The mouse looks startled for a second, then hurries back and
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disappears into his hole without the worm.
* A kookaburra is an Australian bird with a distinctive “laughing” call.
-- END OF PAPER --
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Peer assessment login

TIMELY SUBMISSION:
Opens: Mon May 28 ~10:00:00 2007
Closes: Fri June 1 23:59:59 2007
NOTE: If one of the websites you are asked to assess does not
appear to be working, please be certain to try it from a
different machine and/or at a different time before proceeding
with your assessment.
Please give your classmates a fair go - I'm sure you'd
appreciate it if they did the same for you.
If after trying to access the site again you are still unable to
connect, please email the lecturer the name of the group and a
brief explanation of the problem. Please do not submit an
incomplete peer-assessment. You will not receive a late penalty
if you advise the lecturer of problems prior to the timely
submission close.
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The time
according
to your
computer*
is
Wed Feb
20
05:36:06
GMT-0800
(Pacific
Standard
Time)
2008
*
Submission
dates and
times are
monitored
by the webserver's
clock here
in
Melbourne,
Australia
(not the
clock on
your local
computer).
Malaysian
students,
please get
in early to
make
allowances
for this!
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LATE SUBMISSION:
Penalty=10% of your assignment mark from the late
submission time onwards, and a further 10% for
each extra 24 hours (with allowances for server downtime).
Opens: Sun June 3 00:00:00 2007 (used to be Sat 2
June)
Closes: Tues June 5 23:00:00 2007 (11pm sharp)

All CSE2325/3325 students must complete this peer-assessment task.
Please read and follow these instructions carefully.
1. All CSE2325/3325 students must complete this peer-assessment
task.
Please read and follow these instructions carefully.
1. Please allow at least two hours to complete this task properly.
■ You may take as long as you like over the task, there is no timelimit once you have begun.
■ Please be patient when downloading a web page for assessment.
Remember that others will need to download yours too! (However
feel free to penalize groups who misuse hi-resolution images etc.)
2. Once you click BEGIN below, you must complete the task by clicking
SUBMIT on the form which appears.
3. You will not be able to re-submit or change data after submission.
4. Submissions will be recorded along with the current AUTHCATE
username. Please make sure this is you or somebody else may receive
credit for your work. (Quit your browser and re-login if you are not
certain.)
5. Please make sure you are running the Firefox web browser (not
Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator).
6. Submissions may be recalled by the lecturer.
7. Satisfactory completion of this task is a hurdle requirement for the
course.
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When you are ready you may BEGIN.
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